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Defender Exclusive

Pratt Tells Why. He Kik/
Postal Emplpjfee's Wife
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Bares Story In Students
Jail Interview Demonstrate
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Hy RI RLEIGH HINES, JR.
The tall, gaunt man talked animatedly about what he
had done. He flung his arms this way, then that
way. all
11
the time saying it was an accident. He leaned
against the
pale blue steel bars that seemed to match his
uniform and
poured out the whole sordid tale of how he had
killed

•

a postal employee's wife after she i —
had belittled him for wanting to
"Join church" and break off their ever belonged to a church?
"I told her to shut up: she
affair.
The man is Henry Pratt, 48, 339 didn't know anything about my
E. Trigg. On the night of Feb. 7, people. But she kept on shouting
JAIL BARS at right are a
in an exclusive interview, told
gun slaying of a postal emhis
finger triggered the shotgun and cursing and calling me every
stark and continuous remindthe Tri • State Defender why
ployee's wife from whom he
that blasted away the life from foul name in the book "
er to Henry Pratt of the queshe took the life of Mrs. Clarsaid he was trying to break
Mrs. Clarence White of 1032 E. Pratt said he started out th e
tion mark which is his future.
ence White, 2R. It was a sordid
off an illicit affair. Staff photo
Trigg, while her twelifsmall chil- door with the gun and Mrs. White
Pratt, 48, of 3.19 East The.
tel. which ended la Um shot. , by Hardie.
dren looked on in &error.
,gris:ibed At his shirt tail jest as
"I took that gun over there to he had closed the outer screen
I protect her," Pratt told the Tri- door. He said he raised the shot'State Defender from his barred gun and feinted at her with it as
confinement. "She had called me if to shoot her.
on the phone late Sunday night GUN WENT OFF
and told me that a cab driver, "She jerked on my shirt and the
had been there and beat her up. gun went off," he said The shell
She told me to get my gun and ripped through the screen and the See STUDENTS, Page 2
glass door and nearly decapitated
come over"
FOUND HER DRUNK
As the Memphis and Shelby County Improvement As- reads as follows:
See KILLED, Page 2
sociation continues to grow in numbers, its leaders report "The Memphis Auto Dealers As- Pratt said when he got to her
on behalf of .it mem- house Mrs. White was "drunk"
that one automobile dealer has apologized for the exclusion sociation,
bers, wishes to acknowledge re- and "very upset."
of Negroes from the recent auto show. The Memphis Auto- ceipt of your letter of January 19, "I told her it was all over bemobile Dealers Association, which sponsored the show, sent 1960. On behalf of its members, tween us." he said. "I told her
The organization for the NAACP
the association wishes to extend I was going to join church."
the association a letter which one
1060 Membership Campaign Is
its regret that a situation con- Mrs. White became furious, he
member termed -weak "
underway. Some sit citizens have
'ing turned away because of their cerning those to be admitted to said, and started calling him all
Meanwhile, the association has
agreed to serve as Division Chairrace.
the Automobile Show which it kinds of dirty names and "asking I
distributed questionaires to local
men
of 30 Divisions, determined
me
how
was
I
sponsored
, (sic) and if the associagoing to join the;
business houses seeking informa- SINCERE APOLOGIES
by wards.
tion should sponsor another such ,; church when nobody in my family
tion on such matters as employ: "Let us express our sincere apol- event,
The Kick-Off Rally will be held
an effort will be made to (
ment policies and segregation of ogles for the inconvenience, and resolve it."
on Sunday afternoon, Feb. 21,
facilities.
I I'm sure, embarrassment which'PROTEST MEETING
0. W. Pickett, well known real- MO, at the Metropolitan Baptist
The findings of this survey will must have been suffered by those
Following a protest meeting.
tor, this 7.,eek took Radio Station church. Atty. Thurgood Marshall,
be made public through news- who sought admission. We had no hundreds of Negroes formed the
WDIA to task for setting up separ- expected in Memphis for the
knowledge during the planning of ,Memphis and Shelby County Impapers.
ate rest rooms for white exhibitors conference of the Southeast RegAutomobile Sales Company's' the show that Negroes were to be provement Association. The group
at the Family Fair which the sta- ion, will deliver the main address.
To assure the success of the
‘vresIdent Iver Schmidt sent the excluded. Had we known, you can had demanded apologies from aution is sponsoring Feb. 18-21.
membership
be assured that our cars would to dealers by February 10 and
following letter of apology:
drive, VOLUN"I saw a copy of a newsletter TEER
"We received your letter of Jan- not have left our showroom floor. threatened to call a halt to autoAS
A
A southern white liberal will ad- which
CAMPAIGN
goes to the Fair's exhibiWORKER by contacting the
uary 23 informing us of the wishes
We deeply regret this matter'mobile buying for a year unless dress NAACP representatives from tors," Mr. Pickett
said. "and it NAACP
of your organization in regards to and again humbly extend our apol- such apologies were forthcoming. six states attending the Associa- called
office at 236 S. Willing.
attention to a specia,1 rest
ton at., JAckson 5-6057, or the
the exclusion of Negroes from the ogies."
Atty. B. L. Hooks was named tion's eighth annual southeast reg- room which had been
set
aside
for
recent automobile show. We were The letter from the Memphis Au- i president of the association. He ional conference here Feb. 18-21. white
men and another for white Membership Chairman, Mrs.
deeply appalled when we learned , tomobile Dealers Association, sign- 'told the Tri-State Defender this All sessions except the Freedom
Maxine Smith, WHitehall 6-6062.
that customers of ours were be- , ed by Downing Pryor, president, i week that he is "pleased" with Awards Banquet will be held at See WDIA, Page 2
11111111111191111111111119111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111,
the speed with which Negroes are Metropolitan Baptist church, Walkjoining the new association which er and McDowell.
is pledged to end discrimination
He is the Rev. John B. Morris,
and segregation in all areas of former Sbuth Carolina Episcopal
ian
activity in Memphis.
minister who initiated the Episcopal Conference on Racial and Cultural Unity last December.
He joins an array of distinguished speakers addressing 150 key
ministers and 250 delegates attendA new wrinkle in interracial "romancing" was
ing the three-day
uncovered by vice squad detectives last week who arrested
conference on Netwo
EDITOR'S NOTE: Modesty subjects as local, state, and nagro voter regiswhite women and three Negro women in two
Memphi
s
apparently kept Nat D. from tional government. . .in the Unittration and other
"massage parlors."
Mrs. Hattie Williams, mother of
pointing out in the following colobjeced States Constitution. . .in munic- Tri-State Defender columnist Nat NAACP
While clearing other similar businesses as
umn that the idea for this treii•ies. The NAACP
"respectable
mendously important program - ipal services and city codes. • . D. Williams, WPI buried here Sun- Thief
and legal," Inspector W. P. Huston,.
Counsel,
a Citizenship Training Institute in the history and functions of po- day.
vice-squad chief, said two were
Thurgood
MarShe died Wednesday at John shall, will climax
—was his. He proposed the in- litical parties and in current
"just fronts for houses of prostitu- !Salon at 1311 Madison. Inspector
events.
!Huston said at this parlor, a NeGaston hospital six days after an the sessions with
stitute in his November 25, 1959,
tion "
The classes will be taught by operation. Indications were that an address at
column in the Tri-State DefendIn one parlor, the Roda Gilmore I gro woman, Mrs. Callie Leroy
er. By following through on the volunteer teachers. Among the she was recovering until she suf- 1 p.m. Sunday.
Salon at 1304 Cummings, Inspector Jones, 44, of 1157 Wilson, proposiexcellent idea, he has managed teachers will be some of the fered an unexpected heart attack Among speakHuston said a Negro woman per. itioned one of the officers. She was
MARSHALL
to turn a dream into a reality. young Negro attorneys of Mem- from which she could not rally. ,ra will be Glosformed the "massages" on white , arrested and charged with disorder-- conduct and soliciting males.
This newspaper urges Negroes phis. Making themselves available Seventy-three years old at the ter B. Current, NAACP director of men. She operated in the nude, he Iy
throughout Memphis to take ad- to help teach the courses in adult tins* of her death, Mrs. Williams, branches. Mr. Current will discuss said, with the purpose of arousing FORFEIT BOND
Operator of the salon. Mrs. Devantage of this rare opportunity. civics will be many of the social widow of the late Albert Williams, "Defining Organization and Strat- the men.
•••
lighter Powers, 48, was nabbed and
studies teachers in the Memphis was a native of Marvel, Ark. How- egy" in the areas of securing pub- COPS 'TREATED'
Lts. Jack Wallace and George charged with operating a disorderThe Bluff City and Shelby Coun- public school system. All the teach- ever, she was a veteran Memphian lic accomodation, non-segregated
and lied been extremely active in transportation, increased employ- Hutchinson visited the Gilmore Se- ly house. Mrs. Powers forfeited 01
ty Council. . .an organization of ing is voluntary.
some 39 or 40 Negro civic clubs Among the stated objectives of community and church work.
ment opportunities, and increasing Ion posing as customers. They or- and Mrs. Jones $102.
In court, Mrs. Gilmore insisted
.recently announced its spon- the Council - sponsored Citizenship
NAACP membership in the south- rested Mrs. Gilmore. 62, white, and
sorship of a Citizenship Training Training Institute are: (1) to help
eastern region which includes Mis- Mrs. Serails Calhoun, 23, of 799 that if her employees were corncitizens gain a better understandInstitute.
sissippi, North and South Caroline,'Saxon, and Mrs. Martha Vera Rich, miting any illegal acts, she was not
ing
of the operation of their comGeorgia, Florida and Tennessee. xj, of 1698 La paionia, bah Ne. aware of them. However, the police
The Institute is tentatively slat,groes. The detectives were "treat. said they have signed statements
ed to be held for five days, start- munities; (2) to list and explain LONDON — (11 P I) — Britain ROBERT CARTER
from the Negro women saying theyd"
by the Negro women.
ing February 29. Then it will be the functions of local, state, and Tuesday announced a 9324.900.000 NAACP General Counsel Robert
Mrs. Gilmore, who was fined $500 were instructed by Mrs. Gilmore to
in session March 2, 4, ft, and 11. national governments with their boost in her defense spending I
girdCinag
llntsrenackhinogn"
rtearndwiE
The locale will be Owens college. agencies and facilities: (3) to ac- which brings her annual defense L
ourUnCdievril for operating a house of ill fame behave as they did.
It will be presented in evening quaint citizens with their civic re- bill, to a record 93.729,924,000, near- Rights." He will be joined by in 1958, was held to the state on The two Negro women received
ly a third of her entire budget
Donald L. Hollowell, chairman of a not guilty plea and bond set at half of the $4 fees for the "masclasses held from •730 till 9:30. sponsibilitiei and opportunities.
The increase was announce in a the Association's southeast
After the Owen college Institute The basic aim. .unstated, but
region $500. Mrs. Rich and Mrs. Calhoun sages." They reportedly earned
were bound over to the state about $65 per week. According to
,1 there will be others of a similar ,obvious. . is to do the common government paper whith said Bri- legal committee
nature staged in other sections of'sense thing that needs to be done tain also was increasing its con. The Rev. Lucius H. Pitts, execu- on not guilty pleas of aiding and Inspector Huston, intimacies with
lin every American community ventional weapons instead of rely- tive secretars, of the
the Negro women were available to
the city and county.
Georgia abetting a house of ill fame.
ing exclusively on the massive
The vice squad detectives paid an- white men for a $10 tip after paying
QUIN still be offered in such Be. SHADOWS, Page 2 _
western nuclear deterrent.
See NAACP, Page 2
'other visit to the Elite Massage the $4 for a "massage."

oDealer Apologizes But Letter From
I
Auto Association Called 'Weak'

Raps WDIA
On Separate
Rest Rooms
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NASHVILLE — "Sitdown fever"
is spreading.
group of Negro Nashville studentss staged a sit down Feb. 13 in
three five and ten cent stores of
the city. The band, 15o strong,
came to protest segregation at the
lunch counters.
The dsmonstration forced
the
lunch counters at Woolworths, McClellans and Kress to close.
The students said it was a spontaneous demonstration. But Paul
La Prad, a psychology student at
Fisk university, said it was also
well planned.
He said
students from Fisk,
Fie•-ida A&M, and the American
Biltitist Theological Seminary took
part in the move.
Atty. J. Walter Looby, NAACP
leader of Nashville, said his organization 'definitely had nothing
to do with it."
Unlike the near violence that

Workers Needed In
NAACP Campaign
For New Members

NAACP Meet
Set To Open
On Thursday

1

HELPING HANDS — Mrs. Sam
H. Jackson of 645 Lauderdale,
Apt. H, (right) presents the efforts of her friends and neighbors in the form of money, and
boxes of clothing and food to
Mrs. Theodore Dorsey. Mrs.
Dorsey, mother of nine children, and her husband, as reported in last week's Tri-State
Defender, are in need. Mr.
Dorsey cannot work due to a
physical disability and Mrs.

Jackson. reading of the family's
plight, urged her friends to
contribute to the family. More
than 20 persons have vicited
the destitute family at 793 Hasiewood rd. and given aid,
making a grand showing of
the good old neighborly spirit.
Among the contributors were
employees of Model Laundry,
102.1 Linden, who chipped in
$7.10 for the Dorseys. Staff
photo by Hardin.

Mrs. Collins In 'Queen' Lead
Mrs. Nellie Collins of West Memphis nudged Miss demon Crawford out of the lead in the Queen
of Clubs Contest this week. Sponsored by the Free Will Club of
Memphis, Mrs. Collins has been
waging a tight battle with Miss
Crawford of the Binghampton Civic
League for several weeks.
The Lakeview County Club's con-

testant, Miss Clemmie Bosley,
mained in third place.
The Queen of Clubs Contest do
es Feb. 29 at 6 p.m. Contestan
have advised the Contest Dire 10 I,
that they will pull out all atop
as the final days of the competi
Lion close in on them. Be s
you are backing your favorite eon
testant

Raid Interracial
Play For Pay Dens
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Britain Ups Defense
Spending $300 Million
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THIS COUPON IS WORTH 10 VOTES IN
CONTEST!
OF CLUBS
THE toQUEEN
Contest Director, Tri-State Defender,
Mail

P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee
or
Bring to Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.

CLOUDBURST WINNERS —
These men represented the
Memphis district of North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance company at its annual
Cloudhurst Sales convention In

honor of Agency Director
Aaron Day, Jr. This year's
confab was held in Washing•
ton, D. C. The Memphians
flew to Washington and joined other outstanding agents

name
I cast 10 votes for the Queen of Clubs contestant whose
send
may
voter
appears below with the knowledge that each
in
they
are
as
long
so
in as many coupons as he or she wishes
P.
6
by
postmarked
or
the office of The Tri-State Defender
February 29, 1960.

Musing: What is in humility readusess to be walked on, not
which corresponds to childlikeness? hatred of self, not a desire to be
Humility is not servility, not a placed at a disadvantage. Humis
lity is the virtue that tells us the
and managers for the four.
truth about ourselves, that is, how
day workshop. Left to right
we stand, not in the eyes of men,
are James V. Bradley, Cuba
Johnson, Robert Hunter,
but before God. It is not underestimation.
Charlie Marvis and Howard
Horton.
(Please print contestant's name.)
Dear Carlotta: I am 29, the
(Continued From Page 1)
where Negroes are increasingly mother of three children. For 12
clamoring for so-called first-class years my husband was consid4rSELECTING PICTURES
ate and affectionate. About a year
citirenship.
Consider the wall space you have
That is, to give them a clear- ago we started to have arguments
cut idea of the thing for which over nothing at all. One day, in
to fill when selecting pictures for
(Continued From Page 1)
they are asking. . .to enable them the heat of temper he said, -I
a room. One good picture or unit
(Continued From Page 1)
to make intelligent decisions on want a divorce, I met someone
North
pictures is better than many
took place in the sitdown in
of
what it takes to qualify as citi- I love and want to marry her.
Mrs. White.
Carolina, there was no outward
pictures cluttered about the room.
zens.
"I felt as if I had been stab- She lay there in her own blood
expressions of hostility either on
The Bluff City and Shelby Coun- bed. I have said no to a divorce with her children crying endlessly
the part of the Negroes or the
ty Council is to be congratulated hoping he would tire of his friend until Mr. White came home from
whites
on its step in this direction. That's but so far he is going strong. It work and discovered the body.
The students, replete with coats putting first things first. It is getkills me to see him dress for Mr. White is a postal employee at!
to brave one of Nashville's worst ting down to the grass roots. By
"date." Ile says he knows I DeSota Station working the night
his
reportedly
snow storms, were
provding a source of information am getting a raw deal, but he shift.
gazed at curiously by whites. Police and intelligent direction such matwants out.
Why didn't Pratt try to help the
officers kept watch.
ters as local, state, and national
Am I being a doormat by stand- woman, if, as he said, it was an
Most of the students said they govenment and affairs, the Counquietly in the background and accident?
asked to order but were ignored cil is definitely justifying its exist- ing
that he'll wake up? Our He didn't know. He said In left
praying
or were told, "sorry—we are not ence, and doing the thing for
children have no idea of what is and went home.
allowed to serve you."
for which logic calls.
going on. Would it be better if Pratt, a native of Mississippi,
Many people believe that be.
'UNCERTAIN'
It is the fervent hope here that he left? What would I tell the who neither reads nor writes, was
wine has a small amount
Bob Bruce, assistant manager the officers and members of the
They are 10, 5, and 4. arrested the next day. Police said of alcohol in it that adding it to
at Woolworth's, said the counter civic clubs represented in the l the kids?
a neighbor had heard him talking foods before cooking will make
would remain closed as long as Council will support the move- EZ'
the foods alcoholic. This is quite
Mrs. White Sunday night.
to
dia
him
give
the Negroes stayed there.
ment by enrolling in the Institute Dear EZ: Don't
erroneous. since during the process
reported
been
has
it
Although
Robert Prescott, manager of classes and attending all the ses. vorce, but by all means tell him
the alcohol is changed
that Pratt went to the White home of cooking.and passes into the air
into vapor
Kress, said he "just didn't know" sions. At the end of the stipulated to get out. No wife should put heronce and saw a cab there before Wine to cooking is not for akoif he would close the lunch coun- courses those who do satisfactory self through the tortures of watchhe returned with his gun, he de- hobe effect end for flavoring 11
up
spruced
get
husband
her
ing
aftback
came
Negroes
the
ter if
work will receive certificates innies this. He said he only went Is the "bouquet.'
woman.
another
for
er leaving.
dicating that they have achieved
one time, and then, at Mrs.
tbere
livLa Prad said the students wanted this minimum and skeletal offer- Tell the children Daddy is
White's request.
do
but
awhile,
for
elsewhere
ing
recognition.
equal
and
White or light linng is the rule
rights
equal
ing of training in intelligent cit.
not go into detail. You don't tell Pratt said the police had "box- ,or a lampshade unless it's purely
This was their purpose.
izenship.
ed his head" a little trying to
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
or decoistion. Dark linings abThe students, carrying books, Somebody has said, "Give the 10, 5 and 4-year-olds that their
make him say he called the womThe,
friend.
girl
a
has
father
quietly
counters
readon
fall
sat at the lunch
should
light
that
sorb
gsetway
Vomit Merton mossy • S vrs
people light, and they will find
an, but he said he couldn't, since
90 pm..opmoisst Si' psi'.co-,sreatitort
reading for about two hours albd their own way." That means the doesn't deserve protecuon, but
ing material.
l
Due
the
number.
know
he
didn't
off
get
do. And
a half.
Institute does not have to compro- your children
to his inability to read and since
A spokesman for the students miss its reasons for being by your knees. Time could be your Mrs. White never put her phone
sit
meantime,
the
/n
ally.
best
said this was not the last Wool- latching on to the overwhelming
number down on anything for him,
worth and the ciLlier stores would flock of controversial issues that tight and give him every chance to copy from, Pratt said it would'
his
conscience.
regain
to
hear from them. They would re- are always on hand to plague
have been impossible for him to
turn in the very near future.
modern - day folk.
call her.
and
It means that the sponsors
Pratt, except for the arm I/slitdirectors, and beaching staff of the
t ing, seemed calm and unperturbInstitute are free to do the ground
I ed over the possibility that he
work necessary to help folk make
could get the electric chair for
' intelligent decisions on these con(Continued From Page I)
his "mistake." He talked about;
b of the
troyersia1 issues. The job
himself and Mrs. White freely. He
(Continued From Page I)
Association,
Education
Teacher's
Institute is clear - cut, if the orisaid he had met Mrs. White
Climate
a
ginal objectives are followed. . . will discuss "Creating
through her former landlady, in
women.
11958. He had been seeing her, off
"This seems ridiculous to me," and that is to make available the for Desegregation."
regvoter
NAACP
Patton.
W.
C.
and on, since then, and, on quite
Mr. Pickett said, "when you know intelligent dissemination of facts
will discuss
a few occasions, had given her
that WDIA makes a fortune off . • just the facts. . .about the du- istration assistant,
in our
money. He said, however, that.
the Negro consumer. If the Negro's ties, responsibilities and opportu- "Stimulating Participation
Government."
when be saw her on Sunday night, '
money is good enough for WDIA, nities of community living.
deal
will
It may be observed that too A special youth forum
it had been the first time since
then the Negro is good enough
Desegregation
to use any facility without restric- long has the Negro "been talked with "Youth Views
December, 1959, shortly before
Christmas.
tion at any function sponsored by about". . ."been talked for". . . and Voting."
southeast
Mrs. Ruby Hurley,
"been talked against". . .and
Pratt said he had met Mr. White I
the radio station.
secreatry, will only once, and
then only to ex"I'm sure the radio station is "been talked out." It's high time NAACP regional
ad- change
greetings at a Fourth ofi
going to give the same answer that the Negro "be talked to." The deliver the keynote conference
July party they both attended in
that the auto dealers gave, that Institute is designed to be a dress Friday evening.
of the 1959.
they have to abide by auditorium source of intelligent "talking to" Clarence Mitchell, director
Washington Bureau, Mr. White, a postal
policies," Mr. Pickett said. "Well,,God's chillun. Here's hoping they Association's
employee.,
main address at when contacted by the
the
deliver
will
minds
and
ears
up
their
open
will
;
to
obvious
the answer to that is
Defender,
the Freedom Award Dinner Satur- seemed in a state of confusion. He
me. They shouldn't lease any build- and listen.
inLife
Universal
ft
day
evening
just couldn't understand any part,
ing which provides for segregation. The idea can be develeped into
of the tragedy. The funeral for
They owe that much to the Negroes'something respectable, meaning- surance company's cafeteria.
This NAACP regional meeting Mrs. White was held Sunday, Feb.'
from whom their living comes." ful, and heledul to Memphis and
the Association's 14, at a Methodist church in CapleThe Tri-State Defender advised Shelby County; It can be some- will highlight
2,500.000 Negro ville, Tenn. Southern
for
drive
current
othby
copying
vittl
worth
and
thing
protest
WDIA of Mr. Pickett's
funeral hornet
skid for a statement but had re- er corrmmities all over America. voters in the South before the No- was in charge.
election.
presidential
vember
Pratt, looking serious from be-'
Now, whatchnbet!
•cived none by press time.
tween his cell bars at County jail,'
said he regretted that he never got
to fulfill his desire to join the
church.
Sometime ago I looked around)
and saw what the Lord had given
me." be said, laconically. "I had
a good job, a fine car and a good
life I decided to join church and
stop sinning."
RADIO SALES DIRECTOR

Shadows

I Vote For

11.

4

Students

LON1 FMINAN, roe et few
oral lib. tried. last week, to
pet est the rearing blase at the
Monsplds Ileesecleaaing corn.
: PART. 1425 East McLemore.
$ walks with lead down after a
lard fight. The tire did an

•

estimated S75.0e0 worth el damage. Walter Brooks, 44. Negro
sapersisor at the company,
said the heater had been
"moaning and groaning" all
day. (Staff photo by Billy Due-

can).

Killed

atODebiailkinis
BYJ'HNHARVEY FURBAY PH D

MAKE $50 - $100
A WEEK!

NAAcp

WDIA

Selling Lena Horne Cosmetics

FAMOUS RUST CHOIR
IN CONCERT
Sunday, February 21 — 3 P. M.
Gospel Temple Baptist Church
1080 N. Manassas
DR. C. T. EPPS, PASTOR
Sponsored By The Athenian Club
NO ADMISSION

OPENINGS FOR MEN
AND WOMEN!
Full Time Or Part Time

SKY'S THE LIMIT!
For Interviews Come To

BEAUTY, INC.

317 Beale Avenue

JA. 7-4969

l

01(

Radio 148, It's Great!

J. WALTER CARROLL
of Station ICSAN, San Pressco, is a veteras of twelve
years of advertising and merchandising. As wSAhrs Direo
tor of National Sales, Mr
Carroll makes personal contact
with America's largest corporemelt Mr. Carroll is a graduate of Eibesield State Teachers
mosived his Master's
,
degree it Ohio State Univ.
EROY.
retie—
atty.

TONY'S INN
WH. 2-9281

H

A fresh pineapple should be
clean, heavy, free from bruises,
and square shouldered It also
should have a fragrant odor

FIRE

Relaxed Environment

The Man Mx Thinks For AnseKnow
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'e".
FILTER ..„A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
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LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 -- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

w1U.SAMS. Nit

Menem

•

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
GIRL
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
BOB
•

YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M.--11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•

DON'T MISS
HUNKY DICK
"Cane" COLE "CANE"
DORY 3:30 P.M.
-5:45 P.M. COLE
EVERYBODY'S INVITED!

•

NEW KROGER STORE
Intersection Jackson, No. Parkway & Thomas
NOW OPEN!
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Madonna Guild
In Search Of
'Special Baby'
The Madonna Guild, which sponsors the nursery at At. Olive
CME Cathedral, has completed
LOOK AT MINE—Mrs. Esther
plans for its Annual Baby corn.
center
is
operated by the MemJ. Rice (left) and Miss
test scheduled for Feb. 2.8, 5 p.m,
Alice
phis
park
commission.
Samuel
Green compare ashtrays made
Competing in the affair are:
McAnuity is center director
in the ceramic class at
MagBaby Sue Betts. sponsmed by
and Miss Helen EzeIle, assistNoll& community center. EnMrs. Thelma Betts and Mrs. Berant director. Mrs. Rosie Wil'15
rollment fee is $3 and it takes
nadine Weir; Baby Cheryl Yvette
liams
is
class
instructor
zed
six weeks of once•a•week
CERAMIC CLASS at Magnolia
noir, Mrsr. Evelyn McAnulty,
assistant director; Mrs. DeclassBrooks, sponsored by Mrs. MarJohn W. Hirsch, Mrs. Rosie
C. Helms, Mrs. Esther J. Rice,
E. T. Hunt is supervisor.
es to finish. The community
community center occupies the
Mrs. Juanita Arnold and Mrs.
lores Wilkins, Mrs. Alice Higgs,
Miss Alice Green, Miss Juanigaret Brooks and Mrs. Verlene
Williams, instructor; Samuel
(Staff photo by George Hardin)
_
attention of (I. to r.) Mrs.
Lois Boyd. Not shown is E. T.
Mrs. Annie Stanfield, Mrs.
McAnulty, community center
Jones; Baby Theodore Fletcher,
ta Truitt, Mrs. Clarence M.
Floesta Fleming, Mrs. Louise
Hunt, supervisor. (Staff photo
Alease Parish, Mrs. Ethel Lejr., sponsored by Mrs. Easie
director; Miss Helen Excite,
Gray, Miss Tinnie Smith, Mrs.
by George Hardin)
Fletcher and Mrs. Sallie Thomas;
Baby Casandra Minor, sponsored
by Mrs. Alice Minor and Mrs.
Sheridan Hicks.
Also Baby Millicent 1/ Ross,
sponsorea by Miss Gussyss:Sweet
The members of the Zuber•BYand Mrs. Earline M. Sommerville;
nu
oau pnp
i eC
do cnhcilidl repnresoefn t7%eide mthpeh sh azdtit;
Baby Annie McCollough, sponsorAutomobile exhibits will b e!openits doors 2 p.m.
ed by Mrs. F. M. Hassell. and
Thursday,
a Pre - Valentine party Saturday
among the displays on view at Feb. 18, following
Mrs. Helen Isom; Baby Donald
Because of the wide-spread in- the regular aid and attendance of dependents fare under the new at the YMCA.
the ribbm-cutthe WDIA Family Fair Feb. 18•21 king by
E. Leteier. sponsored by Mrs.
terest among veterans and their another person, receives $135.45 system?
Mayor Loeb. The audiat Ellis auditorium, it was an- torium box office
A. A veteran with onedepend- Each month the Zuber-Bynum Grace Williams and Mrs. Matti,
dependents on the new pension per month.
will be open 10
nounced this week. Food, beauty a. m. each day of the Fair.
may receive $90 a month if Council and the Memphis Recrea- Tyus; Baby Chandra Champion.
VETS
ent
SINGLE
this
later
into
law
going
effect
Show
and home products will also be hours are 2 to 10
annual income is not more tion Department provides some sponsored by Mrs. Carolyn Chamhis
veterwill
prints
Defender
single
what
Now
year,
Q.
the
Tri-State
daily. There will Five outstanding prep
sort of social activity for the han- pion and Mrs. Geraldine James;
foo!ball
highlighted.
the third of five columns of perti- ans receive under the new system than $1000; $75 a month if his anbe no advance tickets. Admission
The first annual exposition will is 40c for adults, with children players in the Memphis area have nent information on the new law. after July 1, 1960?
and Baby Gayle E. Cox, sponsor.
nual income is more than $1000 dicapped youths.
been signed to grant-in-aid scholSucceeding columns will appear A. The new system is planned but not more than $2000; and $45 The council members and par- cd by Mrs. Jeanette Cox and Mrs.
under 12 free.
arships by the Athletic Departents wish to thank the following Bobbye Bynum.
The Spirit of Memphis quartet ment of Alcorn A & M college of weekly. Cut out and save each col- to relate the amount of pension a month if his annual income is persons for
working to make this Frappe will he served by the
more
than
but
$2,000
more
not
umn
for
a
sheet.
fact
complete
the
need
to
of
paid
pensioner.
the
will perform on opening day. Fri- Lorman, Miss.
than
income
his
61,000.
annual
is
If
affair
such
a
lovely one: Mrs. Con- Pet Milk company. Mildred Riley,
following
The
questions,
with
ap- Thus a veteran without dependRelieve aches and pains of colds with day the Dixie Nightingales will Signing up were Carroll Hol- propriate answers,
more than $7,000 he receis es noth- nie Boyd Good, chairman; Mrs. consultant.
chosen
by
were
may
receive
ents
of
a
$85
pension
entertain.
The
Howard Brothers man, who was an all rity selecSTANBACK Tablets or Powders.
the Veterans Administration from a month if his annual income is ing.
Ruth Pegues Miss Eunice CarruthAlso use as gargle for sore throat sing Saturday afternoon, relieved tion last year, quarterback; and
not more than $600; $70 a month Q. What about the veteran with ers, recreation
due to colds. STANBACK'S S. A. iby the Sons of Jehovah Saturday tackles Ulusses Buckner, Fred the thousands being asked:
supervisor; Min
Q. In order to compare the new if his income is above $600 but more than one dependent?
(Synergistic Action) reduces fever, might. The Harmony Echoes are Malone, Willie (Tiny
INGROWN NAIL
Tim) ThomVelma
Tennial,
assistant recreaA.
dependA
two
with
veteran
more
than
not
$40
$1200:
a
and
brings faster, more complete relief. 'spotlighted Sunday afternoon, with as and
pension system with the present
HURTING YOU?
Richard Washington.
Remember...Snap back with the Dixie Nightingales returning
one, what is the amount of pen- month if his income is more than ents may receive monthly pension tion supervisor; Mrs. Myrtle J.
lerodisti
Others
putting
their names on sion a single veteran may receive $1200 but not more than $1800. If payments of $95, $75 and $45 in Fisher, reporter; and Mrs. MinerSTANBACK!
Sunday night.
ReliefI
the dotted line were Willie Simp- I now?
the same three income ranges notis
income
annual
his
more
than
va T. Hancock, president.
GRAND PRIZE
A few fries at ovroaoan Wes Word
son, quarterback from Hatties- A. At present any World War
ed above. A veteran with three or
I. $1800 he receives nothing.
r t&r
°lb
' b4r*"is
.
There were 46 children at the o
:11.
3
Grand prize is a 1960 Dodge, burg; Ison Lpkins. Summit, Ernbe be set sad tins_ ?mIII or Korean Conflict veteran if Q. What pension does a veteran more dependents may receive
od diermataet. OVTGIO
to be awarded Sunday night, Feb. est L. Jaynes, Mendenhall, also
affair.
Dick
'Cane'
monthly
payments
of
Cole
Ellen,
provided
$75
and
einemlere.
he is single and drawing a pen- with dependents receive at pres21. A television set will be award- quarterbacks.
$45 in those income ranges.
the music.
sion receives $66.15 a month un- ent?
ed each evening. Visitors need Halfbacks: Leonard
and Beon- less he is 65 years of age or old- A. He receives the same amount Q. What will the new system do
not be present to win the car or ard Brown, twins,
IF YOU
Jackson; Carl er, or has been on the pension of pension as the single veteran for veterans who require regular
STARTS
the TV sets.
CAN
—•r
aid and attendance?
T. Chambers, Yazoo City. Guards: rolls 10 years, in which e‘ent he
SUNDAY!
Every half hour of the Fair, a Robert Lee Butler, Port Gibson; draws $78.75. Those who become receives. His only advantage is A. Under the new law all penFIND A
4 BIG DAYS!
visitor will be selected to dip into Toney Hampton, Yazoo City and blind or so helpless as to require that he may continue to draw the sions will be increased $70 a
BETTEP
pension if he has an annual income month for veterans who require
the
WDIA Barrel of Money, a keg William McElroy, tackle from
BOURBON
as high as $2700, whereas the sin- regular aid and attendance.
of coins. Three bags of groceries Pascagoula.
.. BUY IT!
gle veteran cannot draw a pension
AMES
Detailed information to fit youri
will be awarded every hour. In
if his annual income exceeds $1400. individual case may be
addition to the prizes given by service booths.
obtained'
DEPENDENTS
from a contact representative at
WDIA, a number of booths will Miss Terri
Springer, famed
Q. How will the veteran with any VA office.
also make awards.
"Ebony" model, will appear in
THE MILDER BOURION
Community activities will not be person at the Family Fair. Mrs.
se.s.K.i. Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 eve 010
neglected.
"Goodwill at Work" Martha Jeane Steinberg of the
Of Pro& • *Ancient Ago Dist Co , Frankfort, Sy.
WDIA staff will serve as official
will be the theme of the public
hostess. Some 20 LeMoyne college
coeds have been tapped to serve
as booth hostesses.
Wash Allen and William Terrell
•
of Hamilton High School will serve
coi.on tro OA lUXII
Cisiann*ScoPE
as projectionists for the "Kiddie
ineirs...- sey.itn
Kartoon"—a free feature of the
Fair. Markhum Stansbury of BookMIAMI — (UPI) —Ma yor should be suspended immediately
. FABIAN
BLUE DENlM"
er T. Washington will function as
Robert King High charged Friday because "by his repeated failure
news utility man.
Sear
that Negro policemen have given to stop this thing he has served
FABIAN
him details of a $100,000•a-week out any usefulness ho may have
A. C. Williams of WDIA is coWimp
bolita gambling operation with 10 had."
ordinating personnel. In charge of
IbrrOus Mae
per cent going for police protec- Headley countered with a
cashiers is Mrs. Cathryn Rivers
To amour
charge
tion.
Johnson. Theo Wade, longtime
Vide
that the NAACP is behind the ac-116 Moo* VW
High said the Negro policemen cusations of the Negro policemen.
manager of the Spirit of Memphis
DECEASED — Mrs. Willie Harricharged that the protection is so "The NAACP gets behind these
Quartet, is in charge of gospel son passed
Tuesday morning at
complete they ar sowerless to fellows trying to
talent.
make them lieuher resdence, 1303 Kentucky st.
Director of the Fair is Phil Moss Mrs. Harrison was the operator of make arrests.
tenants, captains and detectives
of the WDIA staff. He was form- the flower shop located at Trigg High said he would instruct and they just stir
up trouble,"
erly assistant director of the Bil- and Florida sts, She leaves a de- Acting City Manager Meyer Stoller
Headley
said.
dors Home Show, and has also had voted husband, son, eight sisters, to bring proceedings for a dismisassignments with the Tri
State one brother, and a host of relatives sal hearing for Miami Police Chief As for High's demand for his
Fair and the Mid-South Fair.
and friends to mourn her passing. Weller Headley. lie said Headley dismissal, Headley said, "I certainly am not going to resign with
only six months more to go before I reach retirement."
4111

To Have Auto Exhibits
Ifive Memphis More Answers For Veterans On New
At WDIA Family Fair
tridders To Pension Law Soon To Be Effective

Zuber-Bynum Gives
Pre-Valentine Party

Alcorn A&M

I

COLDS

DAIS

vaittor's

Aided

_Ia •

10WW1ACENTER 41EARN

e

Says Negro Cops
Hit Florida Racket

SAVE NOW
AT

iieips Neal And Cher
ItchySkin Rash!

4
MISS GEORGIA DAVIS. contralto, who had earlier thrilled
her audience by her brilliant
performance receives in the
newly decorated quarters of
President C. L. Dinkins. In the

receiving line from left to
right: Mrs. D. T. Graham,
head of the Owen college music department; the Rev. W.
L. Varnado (trustee); Pres. C.
L Dinkins, Miss Davis and

Kelly Wyatt, her accompanist.
Students in line, from left to
right: Delores Prince, Roland
Henderson, Wilma Hurt and
Gladys Newbern.

Fittest selection of Freeman

FRANK'S

I
$2490

Edwin Clapp Shoes

Your charms account irmiteid

i el

the South

• 3 Bedrooms
• 2 Baths
•

Carport

• "Storage

ONE GROUP

a mei

LAKEVIEW
GARDENS

:WINNER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS
1959 MERIT AWARD FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.

• Concrete Drive

i,--%.„-- •
..

7,11

main at monroe

Starring
Sidney Poitier, Dorothy Dandridge
Pearl Bailey, Sammy Davis, Jr.
Diahann Carrol
ss

DRASTICALLY REDUCED FOR CLEARANCEI

freeman Shoe Shop

PORGY & BESS

Zerno—liquid or otntment—e doetors antiseptic, promptly relieves
Itching, stops scratching arid so
helps heal and clear surface akin
e
rushee. Buy Extraz
Strength Zemo for
MO
stubborn cause :

11111knest ., .-;,

Formerly to
$33.30

NE STEVENS

Introducing A New Era In Motion Pictures!

Select group of year 'round styles

Farms
er', to
$29.15

•

COMING SOON:

4

$1990

<

FABIAN CAROL EYNlEf
STUART WHITMAN AMOR CONIEll

Each Account Insured Up To $10,000

OM GROUP

BAKER

1•111111.11••1 NOM

588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend

aa?tMeAfiee4

;

NOVO
DOG MAN

MUTUAL
FEDERAL

FINAL
REDUCTIONS

PAT BOONE
JAMES MASON

at•to

IIci

FRANK DON'T WANNA GET RICH!

• Aluminum
Windows
• Separate
Dining Area
• Select Oak
Floors

• Central Heating
• Dishwasher Disposal

—

the HILLTOP
$12,800.....only *400 down
Plus Closing
!

WE'LL TAKE YOUR TRADE-IN

I

FREE MEMBERSHIP IN LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
TO THE FAMILIES BUYING THIS HOME!
- Directions: Drive south on Highway 61 to Horn Lake
Road, south on Horn Lake Rd., to one block south of
Geeter School.

SEE FRANK FOR

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
• WINES • BRANDIES • CORDIALS • GINS
HUNDREDS OF BRANDS
GIFT WRAPPED
GIFT SIZES
Special Invitation to Ladies

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main St. at Vance
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

4/17,7--)
A

HOMES, INC.
P. O. BOX 5313 • MEMPHIS • EX 7-9343

_
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HATTIE HOU S E

Some of Memphis' most out- PUBLIC INVITED
Summerfield Baptist church, —
standing AME ministers left for
Philadelphia, Pa., this past Fri- 1558 Britton — Rev. L. E. Brookday to attend the Bishops' Council. ins, pastor, is having their instalThe 200 Anniversary Celebration of lation of officers of their Ushers,
the birth of Richard Allen, founFeb. 21 at 3 o-clock
der of the A34E church, will be —Sunday —
L. McRae of New
minR.
The
p.m. Rev.
held during the meeting.
isters are Rev. Ralph Jackson, Tyler AME church is to be their
Rev. E. W. Alcorn, Rev. Loyce guest speaker, and on Feb. 28
Patrick and Rev. J. C. Miller.
the officers of the Music DepartNATIONAL EVANGELIST
National
ment are to be installed. Rev. N.
Taylor,
H.
C.
Rev.
Evangelist of Chicago, Ill., will A. Crawford of Pleasant Green
speak at two of the city's Baptist Baptist church will deliver the adchurches, Sunday. lie will speak dress. The public is cordially invitat the Greater Open Door Baptist ed to attend both occasions.
at 11 a. m. At 7 p. m., he will PILGRIM REST
speak at the St. Thomas Baptist The Pilgrim Rest Baptist church
church of 377 Butler street.
— 131.3 Kennedy St. — Rev. C. M.
His subject will be "Making Con- Lee, pastor will have the New Tytact With Jesus."
ler AME church as their guest on
The public is
their program — Station WHHM
—Sunday. Feb. 21, at 8:15 p.m.
BAPTIST CONVENTION
Approximately 200 delegates will The message will be delivered by
be present when the Mid-Winter Rev. R. L. McRae. The public is
session of the Tennessee Baptist asked to "Tune in."
Missionary and Educational Con- REV. C. M. LEE
Rev. C. M. Lee wishes to anvention convenes at the Olivet
Baptist church, here, Feb. 24-25. nounce that the Tennessee ReguThe principal business of the lar Baptist Book store has moved
and Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor.
D. Coleman, Mrs. E. L. Strong,
Convention will be centered around to 218 So. Third St., He invites
Mrs. L. A. Story and Mrs. E.
Mrs. L. D. Atwater, Mrs. D.
special benefits for Owen college. the public to drop in for their SunL. Strong were hostesses and
S. Cunningham. Mrs. Aubrey
An outstanding feature of the Con- day school — Baptist Training
featured Taystee Broon • isTurner, Mrs. D. W. Brownings,
vention will be the Presidental In- Union Books — for their Bibles
Serve rolls, with a delicious reMrs. J. B. Boyd. Mrs. E. E.
of Charles L. Dinkins and song books. This store is
auguration
to
served
past,
group.
the
Johnson
A.
W.
Mrs.
Dunigan.
at Owens College on Feb. 25.
ready to serve your every need in
Rev. S. A. Owen, the president, church material. Give them a viswill be in charge.
it.
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
REV, BROOKINS
Mrs. E. K. Burgess of Nashville, Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Brookins
Tenn., will speak to the women of Summerfield Baptist church had
of Metropolitan Baptist church at as their house guests — Mr. and
The Delmont Social club held a program culminating
their 'Mrs.
Leon E. Brookins and famIts first meeting of the year re- IFebruary activities Feb. 21. She Oly and Mr. Charles Williams of
cently at the home of Mr. and will be heardat 3 p. m.
lBattle Creek, Mich. After enjoyFourth st., Sunday, Feb. 28, 7 p.m. Mrs. Clinton Anderson of 1059 The general chairman of the ac- ing a family get-together, they
tivities is Mrs. Isabelle Flagg. Rev. left in their trailer-house to seend
This presentation is given in Cella st.
S. A. Owens is the pastor.
behalf of and in cooperation with
the rest of their vacation in Los
all the ministers of Avery Chapel All the officers for the year ANNUAL AFFAIR
Angeles, Calif.
Baptist church,
and of St. James ASIE churches. were selected. The hostess served •Metropolitan
Rev. E. M. Alcorn is pastor of St. a tasty menu. The next meeting Walker Avenue, Rev. S. A. Owen,
James, and Rev. Loyce Patrick is set for Feb. 23 at the home of ,pastor, in midst of Women's ac- FROZEN BREAD
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Burrell, tivities of the month. Lot of Chris- Recent tests on commer sullyis pastor of Avery.
tian fellowslup being enjoyed, cli- baked, sliced white bread showed
Christian t 1199 Argle st.
All churches and
groups are invited to come. Spec- Mrs. Mary Rankin!, president; maxing Feb. '011th at 315 p.m., at that bread kept its freshness up
which time a special guest speak- to six months in the freezer. This
ial efforts are also being made!
Jackson, secretary; er will be heard who will inspire was true even when bread was
to invite the sinners in these!Mrs Eva Mae
church communities, that they. Mrs Inez Boyd, treasurer; and the audience. Further details in frozen in its original wrapper with
no overwrao.
this newspaper.
may be saved.
Mrs. Lucille Rosser, reporter.

birth to children with no concern
for their welfare and developmenL
Far removed from our conditions
must come a reawakening on the
part of all of us as to the place
of love in our daily living.
Paul tells us that we may have
the gift of prophesy and understand all mysteries, and all knowledge and have not love we have
nothing. Daily we see people with
all of the afore-mentioned things
ur homes were the seats of but love is lacking and the real
t. Our great institutions are the thing in their lives is missing. How
iucts of love. Many of the tragic it is that in the midst of
os oe now enjoy were brought all of the intellectual and material
is out of love. Men have given gains we have, we have satisfied
heir meagre means because oerselves to run off and leave love
loved that for which they behind. The thing most prevalenta. Our homes, churches, and ly missing in life today is love. It
ed (le) Mrs. S. M. Hill, Mrs.
*Is at one time the center of is mandatory that somewhere
C.M.E. MINISTERS' wives enMose Johnson. Mrs. William
But today we are trying ev- down the line we must once again
tertained at their regular
Mrs. H. L. °Laker, and
Smith,
the
at
held
hing but love to keep things find a "Place" in our lives for
meeting
monthly
Mrs. C. D. Story. Standing
love.
parsonage of Martin Temple
8.
(1o) Mrs. R. E. Honeysucker,
you were to ask the average Our lives now are on the very
CME church, where Rev. and
Mrs. L. A. Slaughter, Mrs. C.
son today why he is getting brink of despair. Evils are everyMrs. L. A. Story reside. SeatTied. sir going to school, Gr- where present. The forces that
ading church, the answers giv- would destroy us are everywhere
would be most startling. I dare alive. The basic institutions home,
love would be at the bottom school, and chuch must once
he list. Nobody does anything again find a place or love. Wenlove any more. Those who out love it is impossible for us to
Id Go so because of love would arrive at any worthwhile ending.
highly ridiculed.
The chaos and confusion of our
modern living love has little day will never be displaced as
no place. Paul in this great long as we resort to means other
and
Itise. on love tells us in so many than the one thing which is basic "Why We Need Fulltime Per-, winners in our neighborhoods;
those
service
Neighshould
they
Our
that
In
Soule/inners
.
manent
substitute
to each of us
ds that there is no
love. Throughout our society1 A few years ago I worked in a borhoods" was one of the Around- churches that give Jesus Christ
pie are reading all kinds ofi hospital. Man ytimes mothers The-Table Discussions at a Fel- His proper place as Lord and
is trying to go around the , brought their little neglected ba- lowship Dinner that was held Feb. Savior in their lives.
Mississippi blvd. Those These soulwinners would: 1. Win
gam of love. We set up play bies there thinking that something 5, 887
tads for our children we aUow was wrong with them. There was present were ministers and their the most souls to Christ in the
a privileges our parents would.an old experienced nurse there wives (One student minister was least possible time; 2. Win the
most Christians to the best in
!1' have dared us to have, we who I have attunes heard say, present).
w away those old patterns of "There is nothing wrong with this They met to consider the matter Christian living in the least posiing and seek to make all kinds child that a little tender love and of placing on duty fulltime, per- sible time. It was also agreed
soulwinners that careful planning would be
idjustments in our dealings care would not heal curer. . . manent.
salaried
. those with whom we come in As one looks at our world today (Evangelists and Missionaries) in necessary and would require elimiact that we might make suc- and wonders what could be done our neighborhoods. Each one in- nating all 'excess baggage" while
, but with no avail.
to make the world better I would vited had been asked to write a retaining the equipment necessary
e look at our decaying society hasten to say, "There is nothing paper on -Why We Need Fulltime to do the job so as to please God.
this
wonder what has happened. in this world that a 'little ten- Permanent Soulwinners In Our The name submitted for
work in Memphis is The Lord
are right in looking thusly. der love and care would not Neighborhoods."
Way (In short, it is
re is something lacking. It is cure.'
Prizes had been promised for Jesus Christ
ad commentary on our day There is one thing that we must the best several papers submit- called The Christ Way). It was
n our classrooms are filled face and face fairly and squarely ted. And at the close of the din- also agreed that other ministers
y with people who are in plac- —in each of our lives love must be ner meeting, it was decided that from other churches be invited to
of responsibility with no love. manifested. Until we get to the the winners would be announced our future meetings.
is a sad commentary on life place where love has a place in and the prizes awarded at the To help prepare the hearts and
our homes are filled with our lives — our lives will be emp- next meeting; and that arrange- minds of many for a better obLent and Easter, and
others- who have only given ty.
ments be made for general pub- servance of
as a beginning in the above menpaper.
best
the
of
lication
tioned soulwinning efforts in MemThose invited were Pastor and
phis, The Christ Way is presentMrs. E. M. Alcorn of St. James
ing Never-To-Be-Forgotten Story
F.
&a.
and
Pastor
church;
AME
of Christ's Trial, Crucillailln, and
D. Adams of' St. Luke -401ptist
in Sone-alio:I' in Mochurch; Pastor Idonia K. Ander- Resurrection
Pictures at Avery Chapel
tion
Pentecostal
United
son of The
882 East Trigg, FriCouncil of the Assemblies of God, AME church.
day, Feb. 26. 7.30 p.m.; and at
Chicago, Illinois: Elder M. A.
St. James AME church, 600 North
Berry of The Church of God in
Christ: Pastor and Mrs. Loyce
Patrick of Avery Chapel AME
church; Melvin Jennings. student
at Tougaloo Southern Christian
college. Tougaloo, Miss., and mem!uestions Rev. Brown, I am a , God endorsed the preacher and ber of the National Board of Young
icon of my church and I have'the preacher endorsed you as a Peoples Work, Disciples of Christ.
"n for years, but things are helper. I will not have you ignor- Others were Mrs. Rosa Brown
Ling so bad between the Pastor ant to the fact that you can't go Bracy, president of Women's National Convention of Disciples of
I myself until I think I will give over to the preacher.
my position; be just wants to Brother, I want you to under- Christ, U.S.A., and 2nd vice president of The Women's Convention;
the boss.
stand; the things I write here are
and Sarah Ragans, member Unit- VATICAN CITY — His Holiness
Iy advice to you Is to ho1 in from experience. I was a Deacon
Pentecostal Council of The As- Pope John XXIII has named Bished
what you have and if you are nine years. I know that you don't
semblies of 'God, Chicago, Ill., and op Bernardin Gantin Archbishop
have
to
try
sunshine
so
always
it, hold on to it tighter.
affiliated member (Evangelist) of of Cotonou. Dahomey. making him
i'hen the board has their meet- understand your pastor and if he
the first African Negro to become
AME church.
the
invite your pastor and prayer- is a true minister sent to you
It was agreed that we do need an archbishop.
ly iron out your differences. I from God you all can reason toThe prelate is 37 years old and
runtime permanent salaried soul
sure that things will work out. gether.
was consecrated a bishop in Rome
will not abuse you but I may Satan, the devil, thinks he has
three years ago by His Eminence
r this. I don't kno wthe exact found your weak spot. He will pull space. And in this picture he could Eugene Cardinal
Tisserant, Dean
see,
and
mountain
the
through
see
iblems you are facing but our on that same string until you lose
of
the
Sacred
of Cardinals.
College
irches have many hot headed all hope, but make him out a lie; what was going on on the outhcr His promotion to be head of a
icons and many cool ones. Whe- think of the services you have side. A natural would only see the metropolitan province comes only
n' you be the hot or cool I rendered there if you know your mountain side.
two decades after the consecration
is't say, but what I mean is y.)u duty. Do it and do it well. And Please believe me, the things you to the first African Negro bishop.
n't always can't have things if you don't know it, read your flaunt over, perhaps the pastor The new Archbishop has been a
,guide, and don't try to take the has looked through it and found priest for
ar way.
only nine years. Born
;cm* deacons, ohen they can't'preacher's place. Somethings your that it is now good material, just in Toffo, in the Cotonou archdiove things the way they want'pastor may do or may ask the as Superman looks through moun- cese, on May 8, 1922. he studied
im. they tear up or run. Noth- ,church as a whole to do may seem tains.
for the priesthood at the local
: is ever proved by tearing or to be a mystery to you and you No doubt your pastor vas the seminary and did graduate work
may not understand. But a preach- one who told you that the wages in
ening.
theology and canon law in
[ want not only your church but er just can see further than a lay- of sin pre death and the gift of Rome following his ordination in
found
you
and
life,
eternal
is
God
ery church to know that too man.
1951.
eat a price tag has been paid Even I, since I acknowledged your way.
His See city of Cotonou is a
feedis
that
hand
the
bite
field
Don't
ministry
the
into
calling
r the church for it to be divided my
major port of Dahomey. the part
you.
case
in
ing
rough hate and misunderstand- can see much further. Just
of French West Africa between Nig. Jesus Christ paid his heart's you don't understand, I will make May the peace of the Lord, geria and Togoland, on the unprayer.
my
is
you,
with
be
Jesus,
be
may
you
clear.
it
that
Pod for it.
derside of the west African bulge.
For instance. I was watching a Rev. G. G. Brown is heard every
ved, not divided.
Latest statistics for the Cotonou
radio
over
30
7
If the preacher is not boss or , picture of Superman and he's sup- ,Sunday morning.
archdiocese — those of 1958 —
Tenn.
Millinton,
WHEY,
outer
,station
from
man
a
be
to
posed
who
then
you?
is,
'erseer
show a total of 2.5 diocesan and
47 religious priests serving a Catholic population of 163.000. Total
population is 826.00(1.

..and have not love. I am
IOW" — 1 Car. 13:t
; goes without argument that
basis for all of our troubles toii the lack of love. We live
ay in an almost loveless socieThe one thing that was so chareristic of days gone by is with
no more. There was a time
in love was at the basis of
of our activities — but no

Discuss 'Full-Time Soulwinners
At Church Fellowship Roundtable

Delmont Club
Meets Feb. 23

RELIGIOUS DIGEST
By Rev. G. G. Brow

NameAfrican
Archbishop
In Dahomey

HOW'S YOUR STAMP BOOK FILLING?
GOT THAT EASTER GIFT
PICKED OUT?
PLAN NOW TO FILL YOUR
QUALITY STAMP BOOK
BY EASTER!
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JANA PORTER
Yes Madame,
Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour is always willing to lead
the "way to your family's heart
through good home cooked
food." Nutritious and delicious
meals do not hate to be expensive meals. You will find with
the use of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour and Jack Sprat meal
there will be no waste for they

are truly dependable. Use them
in all your recipes.
For hearts day serve Cherry
nie made with Jack Sprat flour,
topped with a heart shaped from
whipped cream; peaches, ice
cream or tapioca pudding with
Jack Sprat sugar cookies.
• JAM SPRAT
SUGAR COOKIES
Basic recipe:
12 C. Butter or shortening

C. Sugar
1 or 2 egg yolks
I I tsp, salt
tlbs. milk
tsp. bakine ponder
'I tsp. ‘anilla
II: C. Jack Sprat flour
Let butter stand at room
temperature until soft. Beat in
sugar, egg, milk and vanilla.
and sifted together, well. Drop
from spoon 1 inch apart on

lightly buttered cookie sheet.
For flat cookies press with knife
or fork dipped in cold water or
use cookie press.
For Valentine cookies: add
enough flour to roll out. Chill
thoroughly. Roll 1-4 inch thick,
arrange with spatula on buttered cookie sheet. Bake in moderate oven 375 degrees F. about
8 minutes.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

Words of the Wise

Peace is not absence of
war, it is I. virtue, a state
of mind, a disposition for
..---, confidence. jusbenevol,
tice.
—(Spinoza)

*Wows/
HEADACHE

CAP-Mtn:if LeMOI'Neeos,
-.Miss A. Jon Moldes. min
Was. s. stadlawla at Iowa State
isiversity attrateed this group

of well-wishers after she had
delivered the last if her three
chapel talks shuing Religious
Emphasis Week at LeMeyoe

colleee. Miss Wades also attended a receptiwa is her limier and participated is a panel
discussion during her stay on
the Leleyoe campus.

for faster, Pm maplato relief ef
headache. neuralgia. neuritis pains
take STANBACX Tablets or Powders
STANBACrs S A (Synergistic Action)
- et* combined action of several
medically-approved ingredients in
one easy-to-take dose-eases ansiety
and tensios, starts bringing relief
rigM away. shoo sgio woo
Test
STANDACK
against an f
Prepsrat ion
?Wee ever
USed

BIG OPPORTt NITS' — Yes, a big opportunity was shared by this
taleoted group of boys and girls oho appeared en a recent Illg
Star Food Stores Talent Show, beard every Saturday morning on
54.•Se Watt powerful iirD1‘. These performers shared their talents
with all their friends mid listeners of the powerful station *MOout the Ilkt south. Big Star Food Stores of Memphis god the

Mid -South are alts ass proud of this chance to bring to its
buyers
and patronisen top talent such as this Tune In and see
If yes
don't agree, that, this is a good thing. Front row, left
right Sin
Rogers Robinson, Doris Porter, Alma Jean Ree‘e, and Peng
Wiggles. Behind are Bobby Reed, Columbus Stewart, John
Reed,
Sam Stewart and lease Rays.
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Face Facts In Nashville History Week Meet
Little Rock
Kikrease, an
Of Many Endeavors Right Here,

Bell Tenn.

ON 77/E
GC/

O

By MRS. C. P. JOHNSON
1111111111111111m111111111III111111111111111111millum11111111

Revived again is the Bells,
Tenn. News. People seem to want
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Irvin it pleasant problem to solve.
the column but forget to call in
Kilcrease, in., is a fast • rising The problem: "Which of four
the aews.
young man with a unique, but highly demanding public service
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Searcy,
hats to wear?"
NASHVILLE — "The Negro
111111111110111111111111111111111imitielt111111111111111111111111111
jr., the newly-weds, were enterActually, the problem has been knows he has been and is being
tained on last weekend with
solved. And, as it should be, /in- mistreated," a speaker told a large
house-hold shower. This shower
crease solved the question in his Negro History Week audience hers
was given in the home of Mr.
own way and to last week.
and Mrs. N. C. Hill, the aunt and
the great benefit "Listen," continued Dr. W. J.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The Re- Inamely, Mrs. Mildred Freeman, uncle of Mrs. Searcy.
of many, many Simmons, university minister of
publican Dinner at fifty dollars a'Mrs. William Fort, Mrs. Alfred Those attending were classpeople in t h e Tennessee A&I State University,
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — (UPI)
plate saw several of our distin- Galloway, Mrs. Helen Johns, Mrs. mates, relatives and friends of
com- "to the excuses he (the Ntegro
Nashville
— AFL-C10 President George
Tennessee
butterfat herd In the state of
guished citizens present at the John Hull and Mrs. E. M. Hayes ,both the bride and groom. We CONTENTED:
munity.
gets when he applies for a skilled
Meany Monday accused a fedTennessee (6400 lbs. of milk
hlaxwell House. Attorney Looby who managed the sale of tickets. won't try to name all who made State University's 29 Jersey
i s job."
/Wei-case
herd, seven of whom are milkeral commission headed by Vice
and 318 lbs. of fat), by virtue
was there and so was Mrs. J. E. There were many more who con- their presence known but gifts
wearing all of t''e —They tell hint that proficiency
were received from Mrs. Ida ing cows, continue their meal
of the Herd Improvement RegPresident Richard M. Nixon of
Suggs, (veteran politician), Mrs. tributed to the success of
"h a t s" o n e makes no difference when it's not
this Dickerson, Mr. and Mrs. Will as Tennessee State agriculture
istry Test. Tennessee State's
failing to crack down on emMarie Mayberry, Mr. R. C. Grant annual event
and t h e same clothed in white skin."
champion stock herd of 63 alployers who refuse to hire Neand Mr. DeBerry McKissack. This Dr. and Mrs. D. K. Jenkins of Walker, Mrs. Callie Monroe, Mr. department staffers, (L to R)
time.
Dr. Simmons, principal speaker
ready holds state records for
gro craftsmen.
Briefly, here's at a citywide program at Spruce
seems to me to be a good repre- Columbia, S. C. has just announc- and Mrs. Joe Lewis House, Mr. T. R. Wood and H. C. Hardy,
KILCREASE
Jerseys and Holsteins in single
explanation f o r Street Baptist Church, told how
sentatiod. They are all energetic ed the engagement of their daugh- and Mrs. Bill McDearmon, Mrs. admire the 12.)ear•old AccomAt t h e same time, he said
cow production, and national
citizens who will speak up for ter, Carole, a senior at Fisk uni- C. M. Jenrette and sister, Mr. plishment Cup, awarded to
foregoing riddle: Kilcrease, water fountains -go dry" and
the
some
unions
which
ban
Negroes
and Mrs. Clinton Bonds, Miss Lena Tennessee State by the Tennesrecords for their 9•year•old
the rights of their people.
From membership are under who graduated from Pearl High hamburgers "rot" at downtown
versity, to Dr. Noble Cooper of Patrick, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie see Jersey
Cattle Club for 5
Holstein,'Model A&I Ormsby
Despite the pressures we must Columbia. The wedding is to be a Searcy, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pow- of the
"tremendous
pressure" from School only nine years ago, be- store's food counters when Neuniversity's herd, which
Carroll." (Photo by Clanton
endure, there is often a sign of June event. Dr. Cooper is a prac- ell, Mrs. Bertha Sain and Prof.
the same group to change their came during the 12-month period groes show up for service.
showed the highest average for
III)
of 1959 the Commander of the local CLOSE DOORS
progress All of us in Nashville ticing dentist in Columbia and and Mrs. C. J. Johnson.
ways.
A. Cameron Post 6 of the He cited a recent example when
felt we were getting ahead when they will make their home there. Other friends who made contriMeans, scolded the Nixon-led
American Legion; the youngest "even Woolworth, who knows the
the picture of Harold Woods ap- The k'agabond club, whose ros- butions were Mr. and Mrs. ToniPresident's Commission on Gov• 33rd degree Mason in the Prince
value of a dollar," closed the doors
peared on the front page of one of ter reads like the Blue Book of mie Moore, Mr. and Mrs_ Keneminent ( ontracts for its role Hall Affiliation's Southern Jurisrather than open services to Neour dailies announcing that he had Society, met with Mrs. Alta Mae drick Barlow and Mr. and Mrs.
in policing anti-discrintinaton diction; and a Deacon at historic groes.
successfully passed a Civil Serv- Turpin at A and I State university Hamlett Phillips. Thanks to all
clauses n agreements with eke- Kayne Avenue Baptist Church.
security
1,
1960,
social
purchase
of
On
Jan.
federal
health
care
Negroes, Simmons declared, do
ice Examination and received ap- last week and reports are they en- from the Searcys.
taxes todt another jump to 6 per services for certain social securi- trice! contractors in the nation's POSTMAN SINCE '57
outstandingly well in sports and
pointment as a City Detective. He joyed a delicious repass and won
Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor, Sr.,
capital.
He had already been a letter entertainment in this country. But
has an excellent record as a mem- many useful prizes. The first prize have recently moved into their cent on the first $4,800 of earn- ty beneficiaries. Under the Forand
jump
in
persons
eligiThey
will
again
million
ings.
Bill
some
16
carrier for the Nashville Post Of- in everything else, he added, they
ber of the Nashville Police Force. went to Mrs. W. S. Davis and very attractive modern home.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111Will
1963, in 1966 and in 1969, until the ble for social security would be
fice since May, 1057. And in this strive mightily and mostly in vain
Congratulations to Dr. Merle First Guest Prize went to Mrs. They have as guest James Tay- employe and employer are each entitled
receive hospital. surci• out that the social security trust same year he had served as vice- for recognition.
lor, jr., of Chicago.
Epps and all associated with him Edward Maxwell,
paying 4-',2 per cent for a total cal and nursing home treatment fund amounted to $21.5 billion at
about Little Rock . . .
Mrs. Louise Nolan recently or- of 9 per cent. This federal tax under a government-run program. the end of the last fiscal year. commander of H. A. Cameron Post "You talk
in the Opening Program of Ne- VISITING
Nashville,"
here in
right
It's
6.
gro History Week Celebration. Mrs. Gwendolyn Belcher Eick- ganized a club for all the ladies will then aggregate a maximum The bill (about $2 billion the first That is a whale of a lot of money
charged another speaker, Mrs.
do
so
man
young
does
a
How
Very impressive remarka were enberger of Washington, D. C., a of Bells. We urge you to keep of $432 a year per employe; and year) would
be financed, of —yet it would carry the program
Eva Bowman, president of t h •
made by Mrs. Elizabeth Burgess former Fisk music teacher, has your ears open for the next meet- self • employed persons will have course, by another substantial for only two years if the tax were many really worthwhile things in
Women's Unity League. In sharp
There
service?
public
who stated the reason for the oc- been visiting her mother, Mrs. H. ing and avail yourself to attend to ante up S324 each.
hike in the social security tax abolished. Also, of late, social se- the name of
and bitter terms Mrs. Bowman was
casion and a Masterpiece was C. Belcher, Pearl high school without a special invitation.
curity disbursements have been seems to he two satisfactory ans- reviewing the lack of job opporCommenting, "Your Taxes" — rate . . .
this.
wers
to
RECITAL
delivered by Dr. William Sim- teacher.
a publication of a non-partisan "The imminent increase in the exceeding the tax receipts. FurNegroes in new indusMrs. Bernice Sims, along with taxpayer association in Oregon— social security tax should be an- ther broadening of the social se- Kilcrease supplies the first one tunities for
mons. minister at A and I State Friends of Mrs. Lillian Barbour
here.
coming
tries
niversity. He coined a
new were grieved to know that she was Professor Owens of Lane college, says in part: "Indicative of the other remiuner that today's work- curity system would have to be —"I enjoy it . . . It's like I was TWO NEGROES
life."
kind
of
first
musical
this
in
her
called
to
was
presented
and a new title for segre- called io Dallas recently to atextent to which the social security ers who expect to benefit from accompanied by a staggeriaely
She told of the Ford Glass plant
gationists who work in a subtle tend the funeral of her uncle. Mrs. recital at Bascom CME church system is deviating from its orig- social security in their old age heavy boost in the tax if the fund The community has given the which a few years ago hired 1.000
Barbour is a member of the li- on last Sunday. Those of you who inal purpose is the effort, such are presuming on the generosity were to be kept in the black. Is second answer. As indications of
way.
white persons in good paying jobs,
brary
staff at. A and I State uni- failed to witness the aoccasion as the Forand Bill of the last of the next generation."
that what the groaning taxpayers widespread approval of the pleas- and only two Negroes as glass
His name for the "UP NORTH
named
missed a treat. Mrs. Sims was Corrressi ant young leader he was
session, to provide "Your Taxes" goes on to point want?
GENTLEMEN" who use polished versity.
"Citizen of the Day" by Radio sweepers.
presented a portion of her school
words and practice discrimination, The faculty of Fisk and their
what you educate your
Station WVOL, Nov. 21, 1959; he "Is that
group with songs. Giving two sefor?" demanded Mrs.
"MR. JAMES CROW, ESQUIRE". guests really relaxed and enjoyed
girl
and
boy
little
was
"Certificate
of
lections at the piano
was awarded a
I had just read an article in their Annual Valentine Party on
Bowman.
Achievement" for outstanding fraNathan Johnson, a second grader
the league will try to
which Dr. Horace Mann Bond Saturday night at the Faculty club,
ternal and civic service by the She said
at St. John school.
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speakers were Mrs. ElizaMrs. Emma G. Hynes, vice presi- Matthew Kennedy, professor of though your child may not be
Temple Association, Inc., Feb. 1, Other
TALK, E)-!
beth Kennedy-Burgess, Pearl High
dent, Tennessee Negro Historical Pianoforte and director of The suffering from a crippling disease.
A/1'12
School speech and drama instrucCommission and as usual the so- Fisk Jubilee Singers was the ConNASHVILLIAN
NATIVE
1958
Edward E. Crawford, prestor;
called Elite of our City were pre- cert Artist at the National Art
Kilcrease
Nashvillian,
A native
of the Masonic Temple Asident
dominately absent. The Spruce Galleryjn Wtshington, D..-C4 Sunattended Tennessee A Si I State
Mr.
Kennedy
day
evening,
Feb.
7.
tliq.4ev. T. B. Boyd, Nascifiation;
Street Baptist Church was crowduniversity far ;nearly ..four Mr!
polished artist and certainly
BapffsVPublishill, Boarl
thins!
ed however, with real serious ci- Is a
Ile stopped school to accept a
deserves this sort of recognition.
Daniel M. Fields, J. A.
tizens who regard The History of
civil service appointment. Now secretary;
MOSCOW — (UPI) — A court
Last
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he
performed
at
Town
48 commanderConeistory
Henry
The Negro in America to be very
sentenced
he tells of plans to complete his
Hall in New York and several in the Western Ukraine
Kelley, NAACP
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law
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then get a
other outstanding engagements. five men
branch president; and Maj. Ernest
killings
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gree.
This is Miss Charm and Mr. for the wartime atrocity
East Nashville ComIn his second year as Command- W. Dixon, jr.,
Cupid is always busy around Esquire week at A and I and we of "dozens of women, children and
Inc., board chairman.
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were
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when
we
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Post
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this time of
have already heard from Mrs. old
were the Masonic Temnearly 7,000 miles on his car trav- Sponsors
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business,
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plan many festive affairs social- judges for the past several years, Trud
Life and History;.
lie has been an associate direc- Study of Negro
ly and we announce many com- I can certainly speak with knowl- work of a band of terrorists operstate director.
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ing weddings. Among these was edge of the effectiveness of this ating around Lvov during the Nazi
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at
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SunThe Silhoutte's dance Friday eve- program. Students are drilled for
IS STIRRIN.
day school superintendent; and he is a past first lieutenant cont.
ning, Feb. 12. This was also the weeks on good manners, good convicted recently by a Lvov
chairman of the Youth Advisory mander of J. A. Henry Consistory
IN TH'OLD
night of the big Fashions For Free- grooming and how to present court.
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Council.
No. 48; promotional director of
dom Banquet, where about 500 themselves socially and from the
TowN"
Kilcrease served two years with Shrine Hells Temple No. 105; a
supporters of NAACP were pres- platform. We will announce the ice—"If to do were as easy as
the Army during the Korean War member of Five-point Chapter,
ent to see and enjoy the beautiful winners next week.
to know what were good to do,
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a Personnel Management Spe- Order of Eastern Star No. 124 and
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made a success of the affair, taken from The

Leader Says-

BY
AAIZGARET
SIMMS

Meany Hits U. S.
Body's Inaction
On Discrimination

•

Social Security Taxes Go Higher

iv,hrase

IT NEVER FAILS

c4socoso
so itz "' •

Order Death For
Mass Slayers

e

•

BUT JUST
I.EIT 7141S

Fashions For Freedom A Glittering Success In Nashville

FASHIONS FOR FREEDOM
show, coupled with the annual
Freedom Fund Banquet uponwed by tbs Nuke& NAACP

Branch drew this table full of
well knowii Nashvillians, photo at left. Seated clockwise
are Father Lorin Roo of St.

Vincent De Paul church, Rev.
G. H. Donald, Mrs. Z. A. Looby. Atty. Looby, Mrs. Bernice
Martin of Bluefield, W. Va.,

Mrs. J. F. Grimmett, R e v.
Grimmett, A. 7. Kelly, president of the Nashville branch;
and Mrs. W. D. Hawkins, jr

In center photo, Marguerite
faelafonue guest star model, is
seen with NAACP branch
president, A. Z. Kelly. In pito.

to at right, three lovely ladies
chat about the glittering affair which u as held at the St.
Vincent gymnasium. Left to

right are Mrs. Velma MeV,
Mrs. Rebecca Roberts, and
Mrs. Jimmie Saunders. Models for the fashion show were
drawn from local schools and

Nag/Mlle
organizations.
A
highlight of the banquet was
the presentation of a life membership to the NAACP to AS.
torwey Loehr
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LAoies?

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a me find a good companion. I
regular reader of your column. would be ever so nappy if I could
Would like very much to coere- meet an understanding, reliable,
spond ev'th lonely ministers and kind man through your column. I
good Christian people — both men prefer him to be 29-50 years of
and women. I am a Holiness Mis- age. Someone who is serious and
More insionary, 59, 5 feet, 2 inches tall, interested in marriage.
formation will be given when re15t, lbs. Please send photo. E. M.
plying. I am 33 years of age. Eva
Collins, General Delivery, Vidalia, Lee Watts, 903 Stefford St., MemLa.
phis, Tenn.
• ••
•••
Chante: I am 41
Mme.
a
am
Chante:
Dear
I
Dear
Mme.
P.a
widow and very lonely. I have a years old 135 lbs., 5 feet, 4 inchin ON "NE WRONG
AoLT) NMSIER! qou CN
knowletiee of Ivsiness, am a lood es tall, black hair, brown eyes,
SEI1LE Dowt4
"MAIN!
cook and have a good job. Would brown complexion attend church.
171ScoNIERED SoMElk,ir• .
love to hear from people in all I am interested in a gentleman
walks of life. Mrs. J. M. Evans, between 75 and 80 years old who
3236 N. Kenneth, Chicago 41, Ill., likes church. Miss Josie C. Johnson, 305 Consler St., Knoxville,
C-0 Chess.
• ••
Tenn.
* ••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a genI have been
Chante:
Mme.
tleman 38 years old, 5 feet, 10 Dear
inches tall, 175 lbs. I would like reading you_ column for someto meet a woman between 23 and time and enjoy reading it. I would
38, weighing between 120 and 145 like very much to correspond with
lbs. Shall consider marriags. men of the Armeo Forces. I am
Please send photo in first writing. 18 4 feet 11 inches tall, 116 lbs.,
I shall do the same. David Dan brown 2yes. My hoobies are tamWilliams, 61 Morningside Ave., ous people and the movies. I shall
answer all letters. Mary Lou Short
New York, N. Y.
•••
26 E. 37th Pl., Chicago, Ill.
Dear ielme. Chapte: I am a single lady, 29 years old, 102 lbs., Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
medium brown skin, divorced with lonely girl. Please help me. I am
two small children. Would like to a Baptist, 47 years old, 5 feet, 3
meet a nice, kind hearted gentle- inches tall, brownskin, 150 lbs.
man between 30 and 35 yars old Would like to meet someone who
to share my loneliness. Miss Edna wants a good wife and a happy
M. Maples. C-0 Josie Jackson, 305 home. Will answer all letters and
exchange photos. Please do not
Consler St., Knoxville, Tam.
•*
write if not sincere. Mrs. S. M. OSSIOMO, Nigeria — They are campaign to eradicate the fear and
Murford, 1107 S. Adam St., Peoria, searching desperately for a cure stigma attached to leprosy.
apwould
I
Chante:
Mme.
Dear
preciate your helping me as you Ill
here at the Western Nigeria Lep- Health Minister J. 0. Adigun t---0
•••
have helped so many others find
rosy Service Centre.
said: "It's an educational job and
happiness. I am in my 40's, 5 feet, Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter- But not a cure for patients. They a difficult one.
pal
pen
joining
your
11 3-4 inches tall, 158 lbs., dark ested in
have that.
"On one hand we try to convince
ritants in food and medication, lowing a month's treatment with brown skin. I would like to hear club. I am 19, 5 feet, 7 inches They want to cure the public. the
Junior could get a peptic stom- that dated from childhood.
public that they should immedbrown
and
hair
black
on
and
with
40's
tneir
tall
in
women
sedation,
corticotrdpin, salicylates, and as- from
ach ulcer before his ''old man." Fro n their own eNpc,•.ence wi:h frequent antacids, and
the
Intensive
scientific
research,
iately
report all leprosy cases and
dancare
interests
And if his father does develop 32 cases of peptic ulcer in chil- is effeetive in the ma .arity of pirin for rheumatic fever. But it the heavy side of life and sincere. eyes. My main
discovery of such drugs as Dap- on the other we attempt to con11
a
of
sports
and
first
in
number
singing
phone
ing,
send
Please
ulcer.
peptic
whether
not
started
determined
could
be
with
from
15,
children...
have
observed
may
to
up
it
dren
age
the ailment,
sone and rehabilitation program- vince them that ,they should have
1936 to 1958, they concluded that: —As in the adult, surgical man- the drugs produced the ulcers, or letter. J. II Taylor, 113 E. 49th kinds. I promise to answer all let- mes have convinced the world's no fear of cured patients.
in- his youth.
Andrew
photos.
ters and exchange
These are the conclusions of —Chronic peptic ulcer in chil- agement may be necessary in irritated a susceptibility to ulcer, St., Chicago 15, Ill.
lepers can be "We're trying to overcome fear
•• *
Winston, 4934 Melville, East Chi- health experts that
three Chicago physicians report- dren is more frequent in males childhood peptic ulcer complicat- or whether rheumatic fover precured not only physically, but so- and revulsion that has existed for
help
Please
Ind.
cago,
Chante:
me.
Dear M
ed by hemorrhage or perforation. disposed to peptic ulceration.
ed in the current (February) than in females at all ages.
cially. Western Nigeria agrees.
centuries in a few short years.
The cause of peptic ulcer in
Medical Association —Symptoms of peptic ulcer are
Aanericaa
when the Ossiomo We've made progress, but it is arm
1930
Since
age
the
Children.
of
until
children
obscure
its
as
as
children ren,ains
vague in
Joarnal of Diseases
camp was opened by the Benin extremely difficult problem to
"Despite its relative infrequen- of puberty when they begin to re- occurrence in adults, the researchNative Administration under the analyse.
ey. peptic ulcer in children should semble those of adults.
ers noted.
direction of a woman doctor, L. "At least," he added, "lepers in
they
gasulcers
—
exceed
Duodenal
However, in the four cases of
not be considered rare,"
Lenguaer, equal attention has Western Nigeria don't w a 1 k
M.
tric ulcers.
acute peptic ulceration among the
said.
been given to the problems of through the market places shoutchilin
of
ulcer
and
peptic
incidence
peptic
damage
—Chronic
cerebral
true
patients,
32
';The
physical cure and social integra- ing: 'Unclean! Unclean'!"
ulcer in children cannot be eval- dren is more frequent than acute certain drugs may have been imtion.
And lepers don't have to walk
uated on the basis of the record- ulceration and often remains un- plicated as causative factors, they
The Centre is a model village. more than five miles in any part
said.
ed cases, since these undoubtedly recognized for long periods.
Within its confines there are a of Western Nigeria before they
represent a small fraction of the —Medical management with Two patients, aged 6 and 7, deconstabulary force drawn from the reach a clinic where a trained
total number of children with the avoidance of gastrointestinal ir- veloped acute peptic ulceration folyears
a court to settle petty leprosy inspector is available to
patients;
many
for
served
south.
Having
the
in
on
going
Cennow
is
—
disease. In many cases, sympthat
WILBERFORCE, Ohio
toms are entirely lacking and the
tral State College's celebration of He didn't deny the fact that in the Kentucky Legislature and squabbles; a town council; several give them free treatment. Such
condition is identified only at opNegro History - Citizenship Week the U. N. is not perfect, but he did in other positions of equal status, schools; churches; catering cen- out-patient treatment centres have
autopsy."
or
eration
was highlighted by an address by emphasize the fact that the Group Anderson related from his experi- tres; a welfare office; a tennis been established in virtually every
Attorney Charles W. Anderson of has made more progress than any ences lual incidents involving court; a football field; a 160-bed city, town and village in the ReCITE STUDIES
hospital and a market where the
Ky.
Ramos,
Louisville,
Ramirez
Drs. Alberto
other organization in promoting racial discrimination that have patients buy and sell their own gion.
auSpeaking to an overflowing
and Walter L.
After cperating the leper conpeace and better race relations. been magnified by the 'red prop- products.
, Joseph B. Kirsner.
dience Wednesday he stated, "Our
a Palmer of the University of Chiaganda machine' to suit their own
trol centre at Ossiomo for two
PROBLEMS
RECALLED
•
)
rig
disf
SEPARATION
Crow'
go department of medicine cityears, the Benin Native AdminisHe recalled some of the prob- needs.
But all these amenities still do tration went into partnership with
tudies showing that out of DETROIT—The National Asso- Professor Fraser is a past presi- crimination and hate because of
people
"The
He further stated,
been
has
that
progress
and
lems
patients'
not compensate for the
adult patients with duoden- ciation for Research in Science dent of NARST and was recipient color, creed and race is 'Amerimade by the Africans and point- of other nations are not going to separation from home and family its counterpart in the Delta protii ulcer, 26 of them had symp- Teaching presented 19 citations to of one of its 1959 awards for "dis- ca's Public Enemy No. V."
vince of Western Nigeria. They
hythe
to
communism
from
run
races
ed that America's minority
and even with the prospect of a were assisted by the Nigerian
Inms traceable as far back as 4 persons who had been previously tinetushed service in science edu- He further cited that, "America
pocrisy of our democratic situac-mnot
are
Africans
as
well
as
apare
patients
positive cure the
faces no greater challenge today
years of age, and out of 1,000 with honored by receiving recognition cation."
Government and by the British
cerned with economic advance- tion."
prehensive about taking up their Empire Leprosy Relief Associagastric ulcer, 16 had symptoms awards by the magazine Science The Morgan State college scien- than race relations." This promiand The speaker concluded that place in the social scene outside.
political
also
but
alone,
ment
represenEducation, the official organ of tist is a fellow of the American nent attorney, who is a
world peace among men would There is always the fear of ostra- tion.
firmly social advancement.
NABST.
Association for the Advancement tative to the U.N., stood
Despite bush doctors, despite
statement that, "endur- "If America is to win the minds come wiih the equality of all man- cism, of public indignity, of comThe citations were presented at of Science, director of the Col- upon the
some patients' reluctance to rekind.
was
who
she
chap
nations,
other
of
"that
people
the
about
of
ments
be found in
the luncheon session of the 33rd lege's National Science Foundation ing peace can only
port their disease, despite the
and equal- will have to set a good example", Anderson was sponsored by the in the leper colony."
problem of rehabilitating cured
annual meeting held in Chicago. sponsored Summer Institute for better human relations
col"leper
—
What
phrase
department
we
the
attorney.
the
last
of
stated
Forum
That
Student
live
that
all
to
Among the 19 honorees was Dr. High Scl.00l Teachers of Science ity of opportunity
lepers, the Western Regional Govpained
same
the
and
science
causes
our
to
up
political
live
to
will
the
is
—
history,
need
of
ony"
democracy."
ernment's statistics show that the
Thomas P. Fraser, head of the and Mathematics, and past presi- in this
suffered by ideals and we will win the con- geography with Mrs. Wilhelmenia expression on patients and staff
department of science education dent of the Maryland Association The worst disease
In fact, it incidence of leprosy has dropped
centre.
Ossiomo
Henry
T.
exhe
men,
James
the
test
and
of
of
minds
Robinson
at
the
attorthe
to
according
America,
at Morgan State College, Balti- of Biology Teachers.
is the same expression that one sharply in recent years.
acting as faculty sponsors.
ney, is the racial discrimination plained.
more.
finds in leprosy control centres
WASHINGTON. D. C. — Howard
from Ossiomo to Carville, La.
engineering student
University
"We're not a colony," one paLenneth Marius has been cited bN
tient said. "We're simply sick
the ,International Telephone and
people who are going through a
Telegraph corporation for outlong, tedious cure under controlled
standing scholastic achievement.
care."
.The honor came to Marius, a
The Western Regional Governsenior in electrical engineering.
ment's Ministry of Health and Soduring ceremonies last week at
cial Welfare has launched the NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The Nawhich I.T. & T. officials awarded
tional Science Foundation awardhim a plaque emblematic of the MINNEAPOLIS — (UPI) — The
ed Fisk university $14,120 to supscholarship
t.1.000 competitive
port a program for gifted secondAmerican
Press
for
was
criticized
ivhich he received from the corpary students during the summer
gration at the beginning of the being "stale and disoriented" by
of 1960.
Philip L. Graham. publisher of the
school year.
The program will be under the
Marius is the son of Mrs. Aldith Washington Post and Times-Herald
direction of Dr. Samuel P. MaoMarius, New York, N. Y. Listed at a University of Minnesota school
sie, chairman of Fisk's Chemistry
on the Dean's honor roll for three of journalism seminar.
Department, and will include leeyears, Marius has a cumulative He said the press is ''stale and
tures by outstanding scientists,
Scholastic average of 3.711
disoriented" not because of a lack
seminars, field trips, and research
Enthe
of
is
president
,Marius
of techniques, but because of a
experiences.
gineering and Architecture Stu- set of basic assumptions which
This program which will be
dent Council; an editor of the are ''shallow, out of date, and alDempsey J. Travis. president of scheduled for six
weeks, will ofMum, University yearbook; vice most entirely unexamined because
the Chicago Branch of the NAACP fer to 40 selected
students unusual
president of Tau Beta Pi, national too many of us spend all our time
to
go
to
delegation
a
Is selecting
and advanced experiences in
engineering honor society, and of with techniques."
the nation's capital to fight for chemistry and
mathematics.
mathenational
Epsilon,
ri Mu
passage of civil rights legislation.
Ile said publishers have devoted
#
Viatica honor society; and a mem- too much time to discussing techto
a
bring
invited
Travis was
derson, Miss Carol Carte r, Chicago delegation to Washington,
lea W. Anderson after latter's
ber of the American Institute of nique, and not enough asking:
campus. Platform guests, from
PRESIDENT CHARLES H.
Engineers.
rectrical
George Bengo and Mrs. Wilhel- D. C., on Feb. 14 and 15.
Negro History • Citizenship
left to right, are: James T.
Wesley of Central State Col"What are we doing, where are
menia Robinson.
Week speech at the school's
Henry, Dr. Wesley, Atty. Anlege congratulates Atty. Charwe going?"
The invitation came in the form
of a telegram from Roy Wilkins,
executive secretary of the NAACP
qou
•. w w
•
New York, N. Y.
%AMA IMSI4
CAN'T ibikiG PA DOM
sNINESY
ANNOUNCE WORKSHOP
bet.' Youtt5MELF
Travis recently announced a
LEBANON, Ill. — (UPI)—Gov.
COW
workshop on open occupancy to
CHICAGO, Illinois—
audience
college
a
•
urged
Stratton
be sponsored by the local NAACP and killed Tuesday by his 20-year-0
NADOA/
Monday to take an active interest
/
on April 20 to which he has in- old ex-girl friend during A lovers'
PArN:
In politics and government and
vited the heads of suburban towns quarrel.
for
ideals
college
,
.m1 to exchange
and villages or their representa- Police said Joan Brown Christ"grey flannel" thinking.
tives.
man, 20, admitted the shooting.
O6BELL.
R
I
' Stratton. speaking at McKendree
Purpose of the workshop is to Miss Christman told police the
FOR
College, said "Confirmity, to my
have a group of experts present shooting occurred when she went
`AMMER
practical methods of integrating to Di Pietro's home to ask him
Mind. is just as dangerous as
housing In the suburbs in a peace- why he refused to see her any,anarchy."
'MSC,
ful manner, Travis said.
more. She said they argued and
"So as college students, don't
,
7.**
tome
Travis is also president of the that she fired two shots, one hit
be concerned that you have
Your
Dearborn Real Estate Board, first Di Pietro in the neck.
-Ideas which do not conform.
by, will
vice president of the National As- According to police records Dl.
.. opinion, as the years go
strong, and
sociation of Real Estate Brokers, Pietro had been released only
increasingly
come
I
last
los
•
.A
vice president of the Chicago In- month from prison where
have its effect on the overall
he had
Brokers
surance
government
Association, and served nine months for
promise which is
possession
.
president of Travis Realty Co.
of narcotics.
••
•
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Teen Ulcers Not Rare,
Often Go Unnoticed

Campaign To Cure
Public Of Leprosy

Attorney Calls Race Bias
'Public Enemy No. One'

MorganProfessor
Among 19 Cited

roo:

Award Plaque
To Howard Man

Award $14,120
For Fisk Class

Criticizes
Press As 'Stale'

Civil Rights
Unit Picks
D. C.Group

Urges Students

,

tt

Killed By Girl
In Lovers' Row

1

A.B.C.

Tri-State Defender
"The Sorties Iswhispendism MAW'

A.B.C.

Being Frank,„
About Pao**, Plooea
Asti Prohlenss

Homo Office. 238 Seat% W•Illnstea —
Keno JA II-8317
JOHN N. SINGS!ACK I, Publakoot
L. P. PALMER. IN.. lit•of and Cliniprel Montage*
MLITT A J. EOM Chaostem A ofterts

By FRANK L STANLEY

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — It is good
children to sit in the same pubon occasion to hobnob in the halls
lic classrooms with whites.
of governmental Washington—to
The decision gave new sub&Ascription rate; One year, $C els resonteit
27 30. (2-viser astincial SubscrIptios rote
101
be a member of a delegation constance to the American promTh. Tri-State Defends, Does Not Telco Itessurtisibility
ferring with selected high officials
ise of equal opportunity for all
let unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
and make suggestions relative to
and the right to equal protecPublished Every Thursday by the Tri-Stetis
the acceleration of Civil Rights
tion of the laws. But the South
Defender Punlisking Co Entered as Second
legislation and to browse about the
mounted a mighty offensive
Class Matter at Air Memphis Post Office
Merck 20. 1732, Used*, Act of March 2. 1871
Senate Chambers and visit with
against the decision and used
home state Congressmen. I did
every technique of subterfuge
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE
TRI-STATE AREA
just that last weekend. Here's
and evasion in order to keep
what I found on January 21, 1960.
from putting it into effect.
Southern leaders launched vicSen. Jacob Javits of New York
ious and sometimes slanderproposed the following joint resous attacks against the Court
olution: Designating the 20th of
and the Justices, .and spoke
April, 1960, as National Urban
George Meany's irrational opposition to ouflage his
darkly of 'interposing' the sovanti-Negro sentiment. What League Day. "Nineteen hundred
ereignty of the State between
and sixty marks the 50th anniRepresentative Adam Clayton Powell as the
Powell was insisting upon was fairness and versary of the founding in New
the schools and the Federal
prospective chairman of the House ComGovernment.
York
City
the
of
National
Urban
mittee on Education and Labor, was rather equity in the exercise of police power. He is League, which is the oldest and
But the bitterest opposition to
the 'law of the land' as the
shocking to those who had been led to be- against the Numbers racket or policy, but he largest interracial agency in the
Supreme Court has expoundargues that if Negro racketeers are "pinch- country. It has contributed imlieve that the eruptive President of
ed it, came from southern
measurably not only to advances
the
AFL - CIO had shed off permanently his ed" by the police, the white syndicates, that in working and living conditions
mobs with stones and sneers
and
from dynamiters w h o
of
Negroes,
but
also
to
an
increasracial bias.
take upward of $50,000,000 annually out of ing cooperation
blew up public schools.
among Americans,
Mr. Meany's unwarranted attack on A. Harlem, should not be allowed to go scot regardless of race, color or creed.
Mobs prevented a Negro girl
from enrolling at the UniverPhilip Randolph during the Federation's free. In other words, Powell was saying It has been an inspiration for peosity of Alabama, and kept Neple everywhere who are concernconvention in San Francisco last Summer, "what's sauce for the goose is sauce for the ed
groes from entering some elewith problems of race relations
stirred a wave of resentment that didn't gander."
mentary and high schools.
and their solution through interraThe climax came at Little
cial cooperation."
subside until the Federation's ill-tempered
But all this is irrelevent to the issue of
Rock, Ark., in 1957, when
the
On
same
day,
the
dynamic
President had covered up his inordinate out- Congressman Powell's
President Eisenhower decided
qualifications. His Senator from Minnesota, Hubert
burst with a not-too- convincing explana- voting record on labor
to send in U. S. paratroopers
and civil rights Humphrey, cited the Dec. 27, 1959
to clear the way to Central
tion.
should be sole determining factor for en- editorial of Lawrence G. Weiss of
High school, after the way had
the
Denver
Post
entitled "H a
He got hot in the collar when Randolph, dorsement or objection. Mr. Meany
been blocked at the instigahas not America Lost Its Way?" Senator
•-•
tion of Gov. Orval Faubus.
a highly respected labor leader and as re- challenged the Congressman's
record in Humphrey read the editorial's
As the decade wore on, the
last two paragraphs:
fined and polished a person to be found any- those fields.
cause
of integration made There are many great names to his career in New York, played the South, and, indeed, all
First,
to
take
up once again,
where, criticized the Federation for its fail„fairit
good progress in the border remember in connection with the "Othello" at Covent Garden in
erne
Mr. Powell has undisputed seniority for with new energy and dedication,
ure to wipe out Jim Crow practices in the
history
of
Negro
the
people
in
became
States,
London
scored
soon
successes
and
1833,
in
in
MATTHEW A. HENSON,
0
the chairmanship post when t h e present the task of building the Nation.
Virginia and began a slow in- America. Black and white names, a star in all the great theatres of black man whom Perrlikrit
Unions.
That will mean clearing our
head of the House Committee on Education slums, revitalizing our cities,
male and female. The honor roll Europe.
filtration of the Deep South.
ahead in 1909 to blase 1481.1111
imNow Meany again has put his foot in his and Labor
DENMARK VESEY who plan- across the Arctic, and wliii—thus
But the open definance of law of valor and of value is a long
proving our schools, developing
retires next year.
in some areas—and the bitter- one, beginning with the earliest ned the great Charleston, South became the first man to stand
mouth when he yelled that it would be "terresources, strengthening o u r
The seniority rule has had an unbroken our
ness of southern opposition to history of this Republic and com- Carolina, slave rebellion of 1822, on the North Pole.
defenses,
providing more aderible" if Congressman Powell became head
for which he paid with his life.
a princip!s that lies at the ing right on up to today:
tradition in Congress. What Mr. Meany is quately for our aged and sick, enof the House Committee that passes on all
ESTEBAN, an African of color FRANCES E. W. HARPER, ROBERT S. ABBOTT, ened.
heart
of
democratic
the
tradiriching
our
culture,
and
asking is that it be suspended when it comes
enlarging
ing journalist, who foundedwoois
tion — left their impact on who came to the New World with poet and abolitionist of color, born May 5,
key labor issues.
our efforts to secure equal rights
"The Chicago rtioto passing the presiding gavel of authority for
Spaniards
the
Century,
in
16th
the
Baltimore
in
1825.
in
national
the
mood.
minorities and a fuller measfender," that became a great in.
This comment was made at a news con- to a Negro
and
was
first
the
non-Indian
to FREDERICK DOUGLASS, one
Throughout the world — inmember of the House. The sug- ure of freedom.
fluence in American journalism
.
.
• erence after the AFL-CIO Executive Coun- gestion is at once
habited largely by people with penetrate what is now Arizona, of the great American leaders of
Second,
to
carry
some
portion
W. C. HANDY who w r o See
of
preposterous and repulthus
leading
European
explorers
time,
slave
all
who
runaway
a
colored
skins
— pictures of the
il had opened its mid-winter meeting in Bal sive. Mr. Powell
American promise into t he
has earned his seniority the
became a tremendous force for among many other compositio/01,
jeering mob at Little Rock into the Southwest.
world community of nations, parAmerica's most famous polittrat
Barbour, Fla., thus renewing racial discord right and is
CRISPUS ATTUCKS. a runaway freedom himself.
were
used
by
the
Communists
entitled to all of the privileges ticularly into the undeveloped
song, "The Saint Louis Blues."
slavery,
from
who
became
the
BROWN,
JOHN
militant
white
prove
within the Federation.
to
that Americans did
that right confers. This is the democratic areas. That will mean recognizing
not really accept the ideal of first man to be shot down by the abolitionist who led the famous MARY McLEOD BETHUNE,
that the world cannot go on for
When Meany declared his objection to process, the democratic way that
British in the struggle for Ameri- Raid on Harpers Ferry in 1858, educator, organizer, club woman,
equality they preached.
must be very much longer half starving
Powell was motivated by the Harlem Con- carried out to its logical
which he hoped might lead to diplomat, and friend and advisor
And at home in the U. S., a can freedom in 1770.
conclusion whether and half overfed and that the surgPHYLLIS WHEATLEY, a slave wide-spread uprisings of slaves of Presidents.
good
many
serious
men
were
gressman's "campaign to stir up race Mr. Meany likes it or not.
ing populations in the have not'
beginning to wonder what had child from Senegal, who became throughout the South. John Brown A. PHILIP RANDOLPH, a great
nations, unless helped, will somehatred," the Federation's President was
We begin to wonder how a man so my- day threaten
happened to the bright heri- one of the leading poets of colonial was executed.
union leader.
the 'haves.' It will
either unpardonably ignorant of the nature opic and so biased
tage /if Thomas Paine and New England, and whose poetry HARRIET TLTBMAN, a former MARIAN ANDERSON, called
as the present head of mean sharing our resources and
General George Washington, be- slave who rescued others from the world's greatest singer.
Thomas Jefferson.
of the Powell campaign against gambling in the AFL-CIO
knowledge more fully than ever
fore he became president, prais- bondage, led military raids for the RALPH BUNCHE, political eel•• •
Federation ever got to the before
and
infusing
a gre a ter
Harlem or he is using a false front to cam- top in the troubled
ed.
Union Army during the Civil War, entist, diplomat, and top °Meta;
world of labor!
measure of idealism into our for- This Senate visit alone was well JEAN
BAPTISTE POINTE DU and became a symbol of bravery of the United Nations.
worth
trip
the
because
as
long
as
eign policy.
statements like this 'get into the SABLE, trader and explorer who, and freedom.
JOE LOUIS, greatest boxing
More explicitly this documented printed record
and our nation's about 1772, founded the city of BOOKER T. WASHINGTON. champion; JACKIE ROBINSON,
editorial detailed as follows:
born in slavery, who founded the pioneer Negro in Big League baselawmakers are more frequently Chicago.
On the integration front, came exposed to them — position legis- GABRIEL PROSSER of Virgin- most famous industrial school in ball, and ALTHEA GIBSON, tope
Georgia's two United States Senators — is a Presidential
nominee who would place
the decision of the U. S. Su- lation that will benefit America's ia who in 1800 lead a great slave the world, Tuakegee.
In tennis.
Richard B. Russell and Herman E. Talmadge the Southern point of
view above that of
preme Court in 1954, uphold- oppressed people cannot be too revolt that shook the South to its JAMES A. BLAND who wrote W. E. B. DU BOIS, distinguish.
—joined for seventy minutes in a ringing the civilized sections of
ing the right of Negro school- far off.
foundations.
many of the beautiful songs that ed scholar and elder statesman of
the North.
RICHARD ALLEN who founded America still sings, including "Oh, the Afro-American people, whom
;enunciation of civil rights legislation, in
Such a candidate would have to oppose
in Philadelphia the African Metho- Them Golden Slippers" and "In great career now spans almost a
.articular, before a cheering state legisla- civil
rights, school integration, and defend
dist church which by 1820 h a d The Evening By The Moonlight." century, and whose star is as
ture that greeted them as returning heroes with
branches as far West as Pitts- GEORGE WASHINGTON CAR- bright as ever. These names are
great fervor and vigor the South's unburgh.
from a flaming battlefield.
VER, agricultural chemist, born only a few among the many te
reasonable stand on states' rights.
IRA ALDRIDGE, famous black in slavery, but who lived to con- be remembered during Negro MY
They pledged an all-out fight against
ShakesPearean actor who began tribute greatly to the richness of tory Week.
Talmadge is convinced that the Demo-

George Meany's Racial Blast
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Stars Of Negro History

1905,

he South Threatens To Bolt

t,

What Other Papers Say?

any legislative attempt to strengthen the
structural framework of the 1957 civil
rights act. With obvious reference to Attorney General Rogers' proposal of a Federal referee to supervise voting in the South
on both state and Federal levels, Sen. Russell said that:
"The insidious campaign to harass the
Southern people and to destroy the Southern
way of life is being pressed against us from
all sides," and Russell promised to leave no
.tones unturned, no rule of the Senate unsed, "in this battle to protect state's rights
-*.nd constitutional government."
Having flayed the Administration for its
°reign policy, foreign aid, and civil rights
Groposals, both Senators began their familar threat of bolting the Democratic Party
f the convention platform is unacceptable
• the South.
In Senator Talmadge's view the Demorats could win the Presidency in 1960, but
only with "a reasonable candidate and a
easonable platform." We don't know the
,
..enator's definition of a "reasonable candisate." The assumption may well be justiied that what he means by "reasonable"

Deadlock On Civil Rights

cratic Party would lose the Presidential elecused the President to spread the I
tion if it "allies itself with the radicals of A drab(New York Post)
picture of political collu- fog of doubt. In asserting at
a
the GOP and makes war on the South."
sion in which President Eisenhowrecent press conference that he
er
plays
leading
a
role
emergis
What is truly convulsive is these Southwasn't sure whether the registrar
ing on the civil rights front.
ern leaders' insistence that their way of life Key element in the latest ma- plan was constitutional, Ike paid
the Southern bloc for its supis being destroyed whenever legislation on neuver to block passage of a mean- off
port on the labor control bill.
ingful
rights
bill
is
the synthetic
the rights of Negro citizens is pressed for acdebate being whipped up over the He gave the signal to the Repubtion. They would walk out of the Democrat- constitutionality of the federal reg- licans on the Hill that the Administration is downgrading civil
ic convention rather than support the Par- istrar plan. As proposed by the rights
legislation.
Civil Rights Commission, it would
sprawling, way to Kenya to assume his du- bers of the various Kann:Y/0h
ty's platform with a plank safeguarding call
Whether the Administration can LONDON — This
for the appointment by the
banks of ;ties as special adviser to the gations on the same plane Mill
metropolis
the
on
foggy
those rights of the Negro citizen which are government of temporary regis- get away with such political payowith its narrow, Mboya group at the London Con- get in line and take their turn.
Thames
the
remains
la
to
be seen. The false
trars in places where Negroes'
vouchsafed by the Constitution.
streets which radiate stitutional Conference on Kenya. Such is courtesy among the kb
right to vote is obstructed. The issue of constitutionality has al- twisting
broad boulevards that According to him, Tubman it ternational law boys.
from
the
In their feeble-minded estimate of their federal officials, contrary to de- ready been blasted by one of the
cross
the town holds the an. exhibiting qualities of leadership The British are a cold mutt$i
criss
conservative
most
members
of
the
political worth, the Southerners seem to liberately deceptive Southern propmany
of the riddles of in African affairs far beyond any- served lot compared to Ames*
swers
to
Commission — Robert Stothink that the Democratic Party cannot win aganda about "carpet baggers," Rights
thing we had dared imagine a cans, but when they wish to be
Africa.
would be local citizens specially rey, former dean of the Southern
ago. Considering t he gracious, they know how to lay it
a Presidential election without them. They appointed for the purpose.
Methodist Law School and ex- London has been the "home few years
among the African on in superb style. That is part
rivalry
of
talk
practically
home"
for
ignore the political strength of the indus- The Dixiecrats have frantically president of the American Bar As- away from
builders
for top leadership of the answer to the question et
nation
all of the nation-builders in Brittrial centers of the North; they forget, con- raised the cry that the plan is un- sociation.
on the African continent, this is the enduring relationship between
Dr.
including
Africa,
colonial
ish
constitutional.
With the aid of And now a word from the sponBritain and the colonies despite
veniently, the lesson taught them in 1948, their Republican allies, they have sor. Are you there, Mr. Nixon? Kwame Nicrumah, Chief Obefemi an interesting development.
Awolowo, Dr. Namdie Azkiwe, Dr. is concerned, but he knew that all the conflicts. Even the most
when Harry S. Truman was returned to
the
Banda, Jomo Kenyatta some of the newsboys, especially bitter anti - colonial, anti - British
ill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111Nifill11114 Hastings
White House by a landslide despite
those from Tory papers, would try leaders in Africa and Asia still
and the late George Padmore.
the
All, of course, belonged to that to clobber him one way or anoth- want to remain within the British
Dixiecrat opposition of nine states.
greet army of students from ell er. Regarding the demands of Tom Commonwealth after they g e 1
What is true is that any meaningful conover the British Empire who shut- Mboya for pelf - government and their independence. This wits the
cessions to the South on the consequential
tle back and forth year after year the "one man, one vote rule," case with India, Ghana and °thee
between Asia, the Middle East, however, the case for Kenya was former colonies.
issue of civil rights would lose the liberal
Africa and the other imperial out- cut and dried. The Mboya group Another part of the answer MI
and Negro vote. Democrats cannot
knew that they were on the side that England has always been cll.
win
posts to this colonial capstone.
without that coalition. And they know it.
Last week as I called on Thur- of the angels and to budge them vided between the liberal elemeoni
would be, according to Thurgood,

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
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SO WHAT?

%tevenson's Latin Tour
Adlai Stevenson's
South American tour,
. not a pleasure trip in search of sunlight
nd tranquility. It has an urgency that
ranscends for the moment at least all quetsions of physical and mental health.
The very composition of the Stevenson
:rty would seem to indicate that the forer Illinois Governor is after first hand
.ta on Latin-American political and ecoimic thinking, and the areas in which the
. S. Policies in Latin America have been a
ilure.
Stevenson is accompanied, besides his
n John F. by the United States former
retary of the Interior Oscar L. Chapn; William Benton, former Senator from
necticut; Dr. Carleton S. Smith, leer and author; and William Balir, Jr.,
. Stevenson's law partner.
a saw, last week, President Lopez
is, in Mexico. The Mexican Chief Exec• has just returned from a tour of
of the same countries Stevenson will
Lopez greeted the possible draft candifor the United States Presidency as
1.7 U he did Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson

of Texas two years ago.
Johnson was a guest of Senor Lopez when
the latter was campaigning for the Mexican Presidential office. Stevenson, however,
has indicated that he will be a student and
not a politician on the Latin-American tour
On that basis, he has declined an invitation to address a political organization in
Mexico City called Democrats Abroad—jestingly expressing the hope that "the Democrats Abroad come home" in time for the
1960 Presidential election.
The decision to limit his activities to
economic and political studies was received
in a letter to United States Democrats residing in Mexico, whose organization is the
only foreign-based chapter of the Democratic Party,
Because of his position in the Democratic
Party, Latin Americans are eager to sound
out Mr. Stevenson's views on hemisphere
relations. South American governments, as
a rule, favor Democratic administrations in
the White House because many of the
Latin's revolutionary programs are similar
"Shay
to New Deal and Fair Deal goals.
Guyish

shouting for a better deal for the
good Marshall who was with the
colonies and the Tory or Conserw
Kenya delegation at the Hotel Pie- a tough job.
adilly, I found myself on the els. It seems that Commissioner of stave elements forever demanding
vator with Tom Mboya, whom I Police Kennedy of New York City tighter and tighter controls.
met first in Nigeria, and some of had written to the London Com- Thus the great anti - colonial
his London based boys from Afri- missioner of Police about Thur- fighters in Africa and Asia have
ca. Indeed, walk down any of good's coming. Thus it was that always found strong allies among
the main stems, the Strand, Pica- Thurgood has been invited to tea liberal Britons. The British lee
dilly, Regent or Oxford street, the at Scotland Yard. Some of th• can growl at you in anger and at
chances are you will meet a na- Scotland Yard men even met him the same time wag his tall in
tion-builder from some non-white at the airport and escorted him friendship. It is a neat trick and
through customs while other mem- history shows that it works.
colonial hotspot.
In this London student world
there is an intellectual ferment
which sharpens the minds a n d
wits of the dullest wayfarers and
gives birth to many strange and
bold designs to meet the challenges of this new age. In talking
with them, you can almost feel
the pulse of modern history.
I found Thurgood Marshall be
great form. He was surrounded by
books on English constitutional NEW YORK — At the Inter- Thomas Fauntleroy of the Intelf6
law, but he did not let his studies national Headquarters of t h national Longshoremen's Associafor the Kenya Constitutional Con- Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Por- tion. Frank Crosswaith, chairman
ference, now in session, curb his ters here, a local Negro American of the Negro Labor Committee
great good humor. The handsome Labor Council was established and organization of many Yen
,
legal ace of the NAACP will al- Feb. S.
standing, was made bonorarj
ways be remembered as one of Temporary officers elected were chairman.
America's great constitutional law- A. Philip Randolph and Cleveland
Plans are being mapped out Is
yers, but whenever I think of him Robinson of District 85, eo-chale- carry on a vigorous
campaign not
I soon begin to laugh.
men; Richard Parrish of the other borough of New York City
One thing he impressed upon Teachers' Union, treasurer, and in the interest of building a street
me in a serious vein, however, is an Executive Board of 13 trade membership to prepare for sendthe growing
of President unionists.
ing a large body of delegates Is
Bub! Whasha Madder Wish Your Television? That Tubman of stature
Liberia. Thurgood
An Organizing Committee was the founding convention which WOE
Been Stondin' In That Corner For An Hour!"
spent some time in Liberia on his formed, the chairman of which is be bold la Detroit,
May 28-10.

Form New Labor
Council In N. Y.

rr7, 771V7r

NANCY EWAN, 20-year-old
Eurasian from Honig Kong, was
named in London to replace
France Nuyen in the title role
of the movie version of "The
World of Suzie Wong." A ballet dancer, Nancy was chosen

over a dozen other actresses.
Miss Nuyen, who bad the role
on the Broadway stage, became ill three weeks after filming began and was unable to
continue. (UPI Telephoto)

Britain's Defense Budget At New High

SHOWING THAT he still likes
actress France Nuyen, the
exotic French -Chinese lovely,
here actor Marlon Brando pays
his check as he and Franc*

make a hurried departure after
newsmen discovered them on a
midnight date at the New Ginza
cafe, a Japanese glamor spot
In Los Angeles' Little Tokyo

Plan Normal Reception For Khrushchev

Nehru told
NEW DELHI — (UPI) — Prime Minister Jawaharlal
LONDON — (UPI) — Britain will announce today a record-breakbe given
will
ev
Khrushch
Nikita
reliable
000,
Premier
parliament Tuesday Soviet
ing defense budget for the coming year of $4,659,200,
when
state
of
head
a
given
normally
"
reported.
sources
"Almost the same reception
The total is an increase of $420,000,000 over last year and amounts he arrives here Thursday.
to nearly one-third of Britain's national budget.
Nehru said he and President Rajendra Prasad will be at the
At the same time, the sources said, Britain will disclose that her airport to meet the Soviet Premier,
defense strategy is shifting from total reliance on the nuclear deterrent back towards increased use of so-called "conventional" weapons.

Reds Will Fight Over Germany---Khrushchev

Armless Boy, Friend Held For Fires

3(

tit
ed
At
Jo

section. To a customer's question of "Where's Barbara Luna
tonight?" Brando didn't even
grunt. (UPI Telephoto)

ALL EN
DR. RICHARD
SPRING (seated), a mildmannered Frankton, Ind., veterinarian, early Monday confessed the $13,000 robbery of a
Citizen's Bank company
branch in Anderson, Ind, Dr.
Spring, a 30-year-old bachelor,
was nabbed on a speeding

count outside Muncie, Ind.,
early Monday. Shown standing
is Joseph McDonald of the
FBI, and at right is Inspector.
Carl Whituiger of the Anderson
police department. The bank
loot is shown on the desk. UPI
Telephoto

ion Bill
Fire Destroys Part of Daniel Boone Home Expect Ike To Veto Water Pollut first Eisen-

the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The House has invited
DEFIANCE, Mo. — (UPI) — A fire of unknown origin destroyed
higher federal
permit
to
bill
a
passing
by
year
the
of
days
hower veto
the second story of the home where Daniel Boone spent his last
spending to curb pollution Of waterways.
and which recently was opened to tourists.
Presidential
house
The bill, is slated for fast Senate approval, faces the
expensiVe
most
The home, built in 1812, was the largest and
Eisenhower
than
moved axe since it will cost $70,000,000 more annually
west of St. Louis when the backwoodsman and Indian fighter
recommended.
in.
valued
The measure is a compromise between differing versions passed
Opened to tourists more than a year ago, the home was
not
was
estimate
damage
A
$75,000.
at
contents
its
at $100,000 and
last year by the House and the Senate. It would raise to $90,000,000
available.
the present $50,000,000 ceiling on annual grants to help localities build
sewage disposal plants.

MOSCOW — (UPI) — Premier Nikita Khrushchev has declared
that Russia and its satellites will fight rather than consent to any
SANTA MONICA, Calif. — (UPI) — A 14-year-old boy born with- change in the frontiers imposed on Germany after World War II.
out arms was held Monday on charges of helping set 21 separate
withElwood R.
"What has been modified by war cannot be modified again
WASHINGTON — ( UPI) — Federal Aviation chief
fires in two school buildings.
Gronchi
preventing
Giovanni
of
President
way
simple
Italian
sure
visiting
no
told
ev
found
Khrushch
war,"
has
y protest":)
Quesada said Sunday he
The youth, along with a 15-year-old boy, admitted setting the out
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A Congressman Wednesda
night.
Monday
airliners.
reception
al
embassy
commerci
Italian
the
at
on
bombings
school,
high
suicide
junior
Adams
John
news man Bill Yim on
fires over the holiday weekend in
to cope the imprisonment in Red China of UPI
place at the
Quesada said the Federal Aviation Agency is "Trying
The Premier took President Kliment Voroshilov's
causing $8,000 damage. Their names were withheld because of their
and to attract trumped-up spy charges.
with the tendency of humans to destroy themselves
microphones after hearing a brief speech by Gronchi.
ages.
way."
ar
spectacul
a
in
s
Rep. Emilio Q. Daddario (D-Conn.) said in a speech prepared
attention to themselve
The armless youth, who "Has just a finger growing out of the
g
eogereiese.
•
of.,ets
side
the
againta
in the House. "Steps should be taken to prote:it the imdelivery
for
matches
the
right side of his body, gripped
to
policeman
body with the finger and struck them," according
prisonment of a foreign representative who has engaged in legitimate
winds
force
gale
packing
Hansen,
C. R.
newsgathering for an American wire service."
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — A storm
of new flooding in
born prematurely
lashed the Pacific Coast Tuesday, raising fears
"The Chinese Communists continue to use the cover — spying
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — A daughter was
Steiger.
Rod
actor
of
wife
Bloom,
weather battered northern California.
Claire
actress
Saturday to
activities — to sentence and to jail people," he said.
clocked at more
were reported in good condition at Cedars
The fresh onslaught of rain was driven by winds
child
and
mother
Both
Daddario said Yim was the "victim of this Communist attitude
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — (UPI) — A Democratic Congressman than 50 miles an hour. The U.S. Navy said the storm was expected of Lebanon hospital.
reits
towards the legitimate work of newsmen in searching out and recharged Monday that the federal government, by "Shirking
to pound the coastline with waves 30-40 feet high.
English-born star, made her debut in ''Limelight"
Bloom,
Miss
homeon
burden
tax
unfair
an
piling
is
,
education
in
‘
the facts so that world opinion may be formulated on truth."
sponsibilities"
Hundreds of persons were forced to evacuate their homes Mon- With Charlie Chaplin. Steiger, first famous as "Marty" on television, sorting
owners and others who pay local property taxes.
and
bank
its
d
overflowe
Thieves."
day when the Eel River in Humbolt County
recently completed work in the film "Seven
Rep. Lee Metcalf (D-Mont), co-author of the Murray-Metcalf bill flooded a 50 square mile area.
address
a
and federal aid to education, made the charge in prepared
before 20,000 school superintendents and other educators from all
DENVER — (UPI) — A dozen inquisitive Russian officials jourparts of the country at the annual convention of the American Asney
Wednesday to a farm, Colorado's two major state universities.
railroad execusociation of School Administrators.
ABERNATHY, Texas — (UPI) — Two Santa Fe
postponement of indeindefinite
—
—
Britain's
(UPI)
A
LONDON
housing
derailproject and a supermarket.
a
as
A.
them
on
Nelson
Governor
fell
n
boxcar
Similar views were expressed by Republica
crushed to death when a
pendence for Cyprus stirred fears Tuesday of a revival of anti-British tives were
of Abernathy.
northeast
The
12
miles
officials and 19 Russian newsmen, interpreters and aidri
six
about
cleared
Rockefeller of New York. Rockfeller told the convention that local
being
ment was
violence on the strategic Mediterranean island.
property taxes, now the main source of public school funds, have
Safety identified the victims as T. J. inspected the Gates Rubber Company tire plant and the Schwayder
Public
of
nt
Departme
The
Under an agreement signed in London a year ago. Cyprus was to Anderson, 56, and F. E. Andrick, 51, both of Amarillo. Andrick was Brothers luggage factory here Tuesday.
been pushed so high that "Further substantial increases would be
and Anderson was
become an independent republic this Feb. 19. The agreement halted
discriminatory, merging upon the confiscatory."
Dimitri S. Polyansky, leader of the tour and chief of the Soviet
head of the car insNction division in Amarillo
Santa Fe.
four years of violence by the underground pro-Greek EOKA which
the
for
lines
western
of
manager
general
Union's most populous 15 states, complained of "poor planning" for
assistant
and
police
troops,cost the lives of more than 500 British and Cypriot
the tour.
civilians. Another 1.260 persons were wounded.
But a stumbling block emerged — the size of the base Britain
NEW DELHI, Inds — (UPI) — Prime Minister Jawaharlal
to proNehru told parliament Monday he had invited Chinese Communist maintains it must have on the island for the "fire brigade"
gifts and
the
to
discuss
march
late
BELOIT, Wis. — (UPI) — Beloit College announced
in
Delhi
its
lifelines.
New
tect
to
En-Lai
Chou
Premier
received to launch its
been
have
dollars
-million
one
totaling
pledges
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — House Highway investigators, critiIndo-Chinese border dispute.
blueprint for the future."
nal
"Educatio
cal
of added defense costs in the interstate road-building program,
5,
expressed
Feb.
letter
a
in
,
extended
invitation
the
Nehru said
Mt. Carroll, might recommend that the Pentagon pick up part of the tab.
Campbell,
J.
Samuel
by
announced
were
but
that
place"
and
The gifts
willingness to meet Chou at any "suitable time
at a meeting of
board chairman of the 114-year-old institution
Rep. Gordon H. Scherer (R-Ohio), a member of the subcommitImmediate efforts should be concentrated on reaching an interim
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — The executive council of the Writers
faculty members, parents and
trustees,
students,
1,000
than
tention.
present
more
tee investigating the superhighway program, told UPI he believed
understanding to ease
Guild of America Monday night upheld strike action recommended
the college chapel Saturday.
such a recommendation was one of the major aims of the inquiry.
Nehru did not indicate Peiping's reaction. Chou already had by its negotiating committee against the three major television net- alumni in
development program calls for a new library, science
Nehru
previously
conditions
The
proposed such a meeting but attacked
Scherer said he would be "inclined to go along with" any proworks—but left the strike date unfixed.
building, dormitories, observatory-planetarium posal that the Defense Department pay at least a portion of the cost
music
theater,
hall,
refused to accept.
memits
plans to revise its curriculum
The Guild, which already has received authority from
and other structures. Beloit also
of the planned 41.000-mile interstate road network.
bers to call a strike of 60 freelance film writers against NBC, CBS with emphasis on overseas study program and to expand and improvstart
the
pending
and ABC, indicated it was holding off strike action
ed its faculty.
of negotiations next week with the three networks on work contracts
rn
newspro-weste
a
—
NATION,
(UPI)
—
Burma
RANGOON,
covering some 300 additional staff writers,
paper advised Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev and his fellow
a cabinet
PARIS — (UPI) — President Charles De Gaulle called
traveler to "keep a civil tongue in their heads" when they come here
ng dri
hard-hitti
7
hi
of
phase
new
a
launch
to
y
Ken n ed y of meeting Wednesda
today if they hope to restore Russian prestige in Burma.
to the
solution
a
.or
SEATTLE, Wash. — (UPI) — Sen. John F.
way
the
rightist subversion and clear
poll conducted by the Young Dem- to smash
An editorial entitled "an unwelcome guest'' also warned Burmese
De Gaulle received reports Massachusetts won a presidential
—
Charles
—
President
(UPI)
problem.
PARIS
Algerian
to be careful if Khrushchev is well behaved lest he "Charm us out Tuesday from ministers charged with investigating the French ocrats of Washington at their state convention here.
De Gaulle was expected to announce his first decrees under the
national convention to pick
of our longyis."
the
settlers uprising in Algeria and ferreting out the masterminds.
The Young Democrats held a mock
emergency, near-dictatorial powers he was grznted as a result of
being nominated.
A longyi or lung' is a sort of sarong worn by Burmese men.
De Gaulle sent a "commando" team of three key cabinet mire a presidential candidate with five persons
up the penal
tighten
would
decrees
on.
The
rightist
insurrecti
Algerian
continue until one canadidate
isters to Algiers to conduct a full-scale probe into the insurrection
It was agreed that balloting would
code to permit more government freedom in dealing with suspected
votes cast. Kennedy won on
the
of
cent
per
50
which almost plunged Franch into civil war.
than
more
received
subversives.
the
n,
Stevensio
2 votes to 461,4 for Adlai
/
receiving 701
It was reported the three ministers had drawn up a complete the first ballot,
WASHINGTON — (CPI) — The National Aeronautics and Space dossier on the situation DeGaulle also was getting reports on inves- runner-up.
Administration says it will launch a Canadian satellite next year to tigations he ordered into rightest leaders who allegedly plotted
study the earth's ionosphere at altitudes up to 700 miles.
against the state.
HAVANA — (UPI) — Premier Fidel Castro and Soviet Deputy
The ionosphere is the electrically charged region of the upper
a
Anastas alikoyan were expected to tour the provinces in
Premier
atmosphere which governs radio communications
nt gave final apblackout
governme
Spanish
security
The
a
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y,
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(UPI)
arked
helicopter
big. Russian-m
MADRID —
The federal space agency said Sunday it will launch the Canacompanies to begin oil explorations veiled details of their travel plans.
proval Saturday to six American
dian satellite on a pole-to-pole orbit from the Pacific missile range.
"Sahara" province.
Castro and atikoyan paid a flying visit Tuesday to Pinar Del Rio
CARACAS, Venezuela — (UPI) — President Romulo Betancourt in Spain's African
to Cities Service, Richfield, province, returning to Havana for the night. Newsmen speculated
The award of the exploration rights
denounced international communism as something "repugnant" to
Exploration and their Spanish that they would fly to
Camaguey or Las Villas and Oriente.
Gulf Oil, Caltex, Phillips, Atlantic
the national interests of Venezuela.
week.
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more
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In a speech delivered before
MIAMI — (UPI) — AFL-CIO leaders prepared Monday to launch
were published in the naThe grants became law when they
Saturday. Betancourt declared that members of the Coma stepped-up drive for Congressional passage this year of a bill to persons
bulletin."
munist party had been excluded from his administration "And will tion's "Official state
provide free medical benefits for social security recipients.
Southern
A resolution strongly endorsing the so-called Forand Bill introduc- remain so during my presidential tenure."
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Baptist Convention says Baptists cannot support the
Betancourt's inauguration as president. It was one of his strongest
by the AFL-CIO executive council.
U.S.
the
of
Roman Catholic for president
hers. one of them
Tuesday
Union officials said they are confident the bill, which would In- denunciation of communism while in office and one of the most sweep(UPI) — Two Korean news photograp
—
Dr. Henry Pollard of Knoxville, Tenn., also said here
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idential elections.
n and Cho Young Hook, HanHahn Young Do, CBS camerama
NORWOOD, N. C. — (UPI) — ( lyde Hoover Hurt, 31, sought
in the face and chest as they
kicked
were
refuge from the snow in Norwoori's fire station Saturday. Shortly kook Ilbo photographer,
require
:DETROIT --g(UPI) — Vice President Richard M Nixon was in after he left firemen noticed a new $10,000 fire truck also had dis- tried to take pictures of the scuffle. A doctor said each would
have lonio'd
W,eSIIINGTON — (UPI) — Senate investigators, who
treatment
hospital
Detroit Monday for a whirlwind series of ''non-partisan" speeches appeared.
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WASHINGTON — :UPI) — Weather Bureau
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work
g
fixtures, asbestos and gypsum.
forecastin
its
plumbing
on
effect
serious"
"very
quest would have a
et the vice president and his wife upon their arrival
shortly
Tuesday
discussion
without
slice
the
approved
The House
Marine sub
after Reichelderger testified before a House Merchant
.
committee
wASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower called on Con•
g
BUENOS AIRES — (UPI) — The Argentine navy Was "Prt.,
,
4
He told the subcommittee that the Bureau's weather forecastin
BHILAI, India — (UPI) — Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev gress Tuesday to overhaul the federal farm program to make it
He
said
nreparIng
data.
Wednesday to send "frogmen" into the Nuevo Gulf r'e
more
it
get
if
could
accurate"
more
lot
would be "a
!tondo,. derided NVestern aid to under-developed countries and said "sensible and economically sound and not a political poultice."
southeastern Argentina to determine once and for all whether a PI!"
there were "huge gaps" in weather observations over the oceans.
AtAn imperialist plot to keep those nations in the clutches of
The President submitted his new farm legislation proposals in a
eign submarine is lurking in its depths.
aeoloniali sm.
special message reeeratinz views he has expressed in the .past hut
Skin-diver suits whose wearers could plunge as deep as 200
n aid, he told a mass rally of 50.000 at the Rhilai Soviet• taking a scaler line and inviting the lawmakers to suggest alto'
beneath
the surface — less than half the estimated 450-foot ma
Union
prefers
Soviet
financed and built steel mill, is different. The
natives.
mum deptli of the gulf — were said to be oil the way to the na
degrees below
13
to
dipped
mercury
The
—
to give "real" aid to make the nations industrially and economically
(UPI)
—
YORK
NEW
task force in the area
The one clearly new proposal in the pro:ram snggested that farMonday morning making it the coldest place in
Independent and self-sufficient.
be given "pay- in Pelleton. Mich.,
might
bank
program
soil
the
in
ing
participat
mers
little
generated
bureau
reported
The navy closed the approaches to the gulf to cominotolai 160
fairushches* flew later to Calcutta where his visit
nation. the U S weather
out of the existing governmentlield crop sur- the
ping Tuesday for unexplained "tactical reasons."
dimisialpent in spite of an extensive propaganda drive by the local ments in kind" from
temperature recorded was 80 degrees at Honolulu.
highest
The
pluses.
Abbe party newspaper.

Airline Suicide Bombings Still Problem

Storms Loeb-California, Expect Floods

th
in

•

Protests China's Jailing Of UPI Newsman

Daughter Born Early To Claire Bloom

Says U. S. Shirking Education Duty

Russians See Colorado Schools, Firms

Fear Violence In Cyprus Freedom Delay

Nehru Asks Border Talk With Chou En-Lai

RR Executives Killed By Boxcars

School Receives $1 Million For Plan

May Seek Defense Money For New Roads

Uphold Pending Strike Against Networks

Burmese Paper Warns Soviet Delegation

De Gaulle Gets Report On Algeria

Litt
the
Teti
&La

21
se
dut
wit

Kennedy Wins Mock Mass. Election

De Gaulle Calls Meet Against Rightists

• U. S. To Launch Canadian Satellite

Castro, Mikoyan Tour Cuba In Red Plane

Spain OKs 6 Firms' Sahara Oil Searches

Venezuelan President Blasts Reds

Union Steps Up Social Security Activity

Won't Back Roman Catholic Candidate

Beat Korean News Photographers In Row

'Goes For Ride' In Missing Fire Truck

Nixon In Detroit For Speeches, Huddle

Plan Probe Of Building Materials Costs

House Cuts Weather Bureau Funds

Khrushchev Blasts Western Foreign Aid

ecolt

Ike Asks 'Sensible' Farm Program

Frogmen To Search For Foreign Sub

Pellston, Mich. Coldest U. S. Spot

•••••••-.
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Homecoming At Mt. Pisgah Is Beautiful Affair

6

ill
Sen.

4faik,„.
PRINCIPAL SEARCY BAR.
RIS of Mt. Pisgah high school
second from left, with his

eral
tial
wet

daughter, left, chat with Mr.
and Mrs. John Kohlheim dui..
log Mt. Pisgah's Homecoming

Ceremonies. Mr. Kohlheim is
principal of Fayette toil ,y
Training School.

KING AND QUEFN and thrir
attendants.
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QUEEN BETTY JEAN GOBER walks to receive her hon.
ors between the rifled mem-

jourWes.

DANCE GROUP consists of
the following couples, left to
right: Alice Webb and Joe

PRINCE AND PRINCESS Laverne Watkins and Michael
Scott.
astil

hers of the Fayette County
Training School Honor Guard.

Jones, Hattie Guy and John
Henry Dotson, Darlyn liatley
and James Finer, Dorothy

Norfleet and Harold Bledsoe,
Betty Jean Lane and Robert
Lee Dotson, Ruby Farm. and
John Ceske.

Glamour Marks Shelby County Training School Homecoming
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ROY 1. COURT—Homecoming
at Shelby County Training

School featured this royal array of students, including Miss

Miss Sweetheart,
Primary,
Miss Woodstock and Miss Elementary.

MISS WOODSTOCK, Crirtrude
Rogers, makes a pretty pic-

tore as as Is presented
audience.

te

MISS SWEETHEART, Billy
Parks, adds glamour to the
festivities.

uesday
liberty
fonds-

looked
inquiry
stand
Tenn.)•
s glass,

Ported
ulf
a foe.

rural)
me

PROVIDING MUSIC was this
chorus of Woodstock students.

MISS ELEMENTARY. Brenda
Harris, walks proudly toward
the spotlight.

MISS PRIMARY. Jo Ann Harris, receives her crown with

great dignity, AII
withers.

hs
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Orange Mound Mid-Winter
Tea Set For February 21
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Merry
Co-Round
BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
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The advance glimpse we had of W. Whittaker III, Wednesday,
Springtime was routed with the September 9, 1950. Mr. Whittaker is
:old, rain and snow front which the son of Mr. and Mrs. John W.
was ushered in without warning. Whittaker, Jr.
Despite the continued rigor of We have poignant memories of
Winter, we are heartened with the several of these young newlyweds,
'act that the "Queen' of Seasons having known them and their parents for a long time, and extend
s really not too far distant.
to both of these well-known young
DRIENTAL PARTY
Pert Louise Chandler staged a couples our best wishem and conimart oriental- theme(' party for gratulations.
members of Club La Mar Cheri OWEN COLLEGE
and their guests last Monday night The Tennessee Baptist Mission. • . at the beautiful Chandler ary and Education Convention and
tome at 1889 South Parkway East. the Board of Trustees of Owen
We were intrigued from the on- Junior College have announced the
iet with her novel invitation, inauguration of the Rev. Charles
ehlch invited one to • . • "Don L. Dinkins as president of the Colmonies members enjoyed a
watts, robes or any oriental clothes lege for Thursday, February 25, INITIATED INTO Alpha DelFord, Maxine Driver, Daisy
Rowlett, Juanita J. Harbor,
lavish repast prepared by the
. Well be in the Far East in the college auditorium.
Paige, Rosa Pittman, Florence
Irma Jean Pleas, Gisale Drivta Chapter of Alpha Gamma
hostess, Soror Ford. (Staff
Williams, Sadie Anderson, and
. . Sitting and Sipping tea on SIGMA GAMMA RHO'S
er, Vera Clark. Other mem('hi sorority Sunday were, seatphoto by Billy Duncan)
he floor - if we're able . .
Word come our way that t h e ed: Delores Bins, Bernice
Christine Con. After the cerebers are — standing: Vivian
eating with chopsticks - if were graduate chapter of Sigma Gram Bridge club had its regular meet:apable."
ma Rho Sorority will again present
ing. The meeting was held in her
So donning our black velvet of- the famed Booker T. Washington
home on Brookhaven drive. Deertng of the wardrobe, we yen- High School of Atlanta, Georgia's
licious fried chicken served as the
ured forth for what was a thril- famed string orchestra in Bruce
main dish before bridge began.
• Hall of Lehloyne college on Friing bit of Chinese culture .
The first prize for high score in
ncluding costumes, decorations, day, April 8, at 8:00 p. m.
progressive bridge went to Mrs.
'ood, prizes and the oriental in- Meanwhile, Beta Epsilon Omega
Vera Brooks with Mrs. Fern
luenees of several of the hand- chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Walker coming in for second.
tome rooms of Louise and Bonnie's Sorority has announced their reOther members present were Mestome.
gret that the Louis Johnson Dancdames R. McKissack, G. Atkins,
There we found the members of ers which were to appear here
F A Dobbins, A. Maney, G. Ford, Pledge ceremonies for six new
he well - known and very active early in April have had to cancel
A. M. Bond, P. Grandberry and members of Alpha Gamma Chi
:roup deep in plans anent their their engagement because of an
Soyour scribe. Mrs. V. M. Bell play- rority were held at the home of
uture projects . • . all colorfully unexpected appearance that has
ind exotically garbed • . . t he been scheduled in Europe at that In keeping with the theme of MISS FEDERATED CROWNED ed in the absence of the presi- Soror Vivian Ford, 1921 Cloverdale
Women's dent, Mrs. Lula B. Martin.
iostess in a black kimino with gold time. The news of a replacement Negro History Week, "Strength- The City Federated
Drive, Sunday.
Tea GREEKDOM
wearing criss - crossed chignon project will be announced at a ening America Through Education Clubs held their Fellowship
Lane
college
in Negro History and African Cul- last Sunday in the
Completing plans for the MISS 'Ile Sorority was founded in Dentins atop her head • . .
later date.
Eleven
building.
beautiful
high
health
Merry
at
students
ture,"
BRONZE
WEST TENNESSEE PA- ver, Colo., in August 1951, by
'arrie Snell in teal blue brocade BIRTHDAY PARTY
Patri- GEANT highlighted the meeting of Robert Palmer and has four
'oolie coat over black pants . . Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Thompson school were honored with the tables were bedecked with
chapters in Memphis. They are
eery Beal in a black satin and of 113 Hazelwood feted their presence of a native of Ghana, otic colors, Valentines, and season- the Jackson Alumnae chapter of
the Alpha Delta, the Alpha Alpha,
Marie
Penn,
proMrs.
flowers.
on
Wednesday.
al
them
to
who
spoke
held
in
Delta
Sigma
Theta
Sorority
ed chinetie motif gathered over- daughter, Cherry Dianne with a
the Alpha Beta and the Alpha
ilouse worn with black leotards lovely party to honor her birth- The personality was Mrs. Doris gram chairman, presented Talent Brownsville, Tenn. last Saturday.
Ripley Serving as the lovely hostesses Ga in ma.
Brownsville,
a
presently
Jackson,
of
is
who
Wright,
Ann
the
but
a
few
of
• . to mention
day recently. One delightful porThe objectives of the sorority are
and Humboldt.
were Sorors Cynthia Rawls, ErniCOriPs of beautiful outfits worn by tion of the party was the guitar student at Lane college.
Mrs. Gracie Hurst who repre- estyne Jeffries and Alice Moore. to promote and cultivate social
music rendered by Sylvester Wal- The week's programs were unand cultural developments among
The party also introduced La lace. Guests attending were Thelma der the direction of the Social sented the Semper Fedelis Coun- The meeting was held in the spadevelop unFedera"Miss
crowned
composed
of
was
cil
cious home of Miss Cynthia Rawls. the members, and to
far Cheri's new members. Gladys Townsend, Ruby Works. Elgit L. Studies Department,
derstanding and friendship between
dartin Greene. Vivian G. Ford Williams, Joyce Porter, Joyce Mrs. M. B. Monroe, MU. R. S. tion" by the out-going queen, Mrs. Conducting the business session
young women of America regarddid Myrtle Smith.
Mitchell, Gwen Hays, Jack Hunt, hIcKissack, Miss L. Savage and Doris Price. The club reporting wtih approximately twenty sorors less of race, creed or color.
amount
of
second
highest
the
present was the president, Mrs.
Western World culture was in-lpeggy Moore, Howard Peters, Wit- A. Moore, jr.
The pageant, Lane college. We are very happy
luded in the serving of Americas iiam Henry, Eugene Burns. James The Lane college campus was money was the Civic Pride club. Alfred& Martin.
avorite cocktails, but from then Mills, Reginald Washington and graced with the presence of Dr. The total amount raised was S300. which promises to be one of the to report that Mrs. Penn is doing
in we etseoyed Louiee's delicious Calvin Wherry_
B. E. Poole, a native of Amster- Miss Georgia Kelly was on hand most beautiful affairs to be staged nicely following a recent illness.
Itinese cuisine which matches any
LOUIS WERE • EN'D
dam, Holland last Thursday and to make pictures for the Federa- in Jackson is set for Feb. 26 in Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell left
veva enjoyed in authentic Chinese St. Louis. Mo. was the mecca of Friday. She was welcomed to the tion scrapbook. Mrs. Mable B. the Merry high school auditorium, for St. Louis, Mo. the weekend
estaurants in New York's famed several Memphis couples who were campus with dinner in the faculty Davis, the very efficient presi- 7:30 p.m. Featured band will be to attend the mid-winter meeting
:hinatown. There was chop suey invited to attend a series of parti- dining room with the president of dent, expressed appreciation for Phillip Reynolds with Frank Bal- of the National Dental Association
chock full of almonds and mush- es given by mutual friends—Dr. of the college and department a successful affair and the clubs lard singing the lyrics to the Board and Dental Auxiliary which
vents, mounds of perfectly cook- and Mrs Sidney Smith, Dr. and heads attending, followed by a re- wish to express thanks to the lucky young Miss.
is meeting there. The meeting is
'A rice . . . other Chinese garnish- Mrs. Parker Word and others. At- ception where all students and many friends who helped them Delicious fried chicken and all in connection with plans made for
the trimmings made up the menu the August meeting which is to
served with the tending were Atty. and Mrs. A. A. teachers got a chance to meet her. make such a fine report.
omits and
'hop sticks promised on the invite- Letting. Dr. anti Mrs. Frederick Dr. Poole, who holds a doctor A volunteer group of Federated following the business meeting.
be held in St. Louis.
A. Rivers. Mr. and Mrs. A. Maces) of philosophy degree from Amster- Women will make the regular HERE AND THERE
On Thursday, Feb. 18, Omega
Would you know that everyone Walker, Mr and Mrs. Robert dam university, speaks seven lan- monthly visit to the Western State In Jackson visiting with her mo- Psi Phi Fraternity is presenting
*came very proficient with them Lewis. Jr. arid Dr. and Mrs. W. guages fluently and is in the hospital the third Sunday in Feb- ther is Mrs. Eartherine Penn Carr Anne Lee Patton in concert. You
after the first few awkward tries 0. Speight, Jr. News of their in- United States making a tour of ruary.
of Los Angeles, Calif. She is will mis a treat if you miss this
• and we finished with dainty teresting week-end will be carried 27 of the 33 colleges holding mem- Mrs. M. M. Hughes was the house guest of Mrs. Marie Penn, noted harpist who will appear in
s of Jarinla flavored tea that in our next issue.
bership in the United Negro Col- lovely hostess when the Criterion Dean of Women on the campus of the Lane college health building.
utterly delightful.
CHIT • CHAT
lege Fund. Lane college was terColegenial hospitality
, In. When Radio Station WDIA holds tautly fortunate in being one of
•
.ateeting conversation, cards and their gala week-long Home Show. the colleges visited. Dr. _Poole is
a game guessing the circa of a Gray Ladies Mrs. C. C. Sawyer compiling an anthology cif Negro
*turf of One of Louiee's rela- and Mrs. Rosie Norfleet will be Poetry. In addition to appearing
tees (by guessing the year from taking turns at the booth which In assembly on Friday, she leche clothing of the Portrait), re- will be included for the services of tured to several clases and was
tulted in prizes which included a these very capable and conscien- very pleased at being able to hear
pair of pale green mandarin tious volunteer workers.
the newly organized string ensemegurines . . a mythical Chinese
Friends and co-workers of genial ble on the campus under the digod statuette . . and a handsome Nat D. Williams share his sorrow rection of Kenneth Martin, band
iregon-decorated ceramic tray for in the loss of his beloved mother. director.
three guests who guessed nearest Mrs. Hattie Williams. who passed WPM THE CLUBS
Fib. 18:
Lorin Horne rnenioiiee, Afternoon Coffee Hour, Universe!
to the correct year.
last Monday.
Mrs. Mary L. Womack on East
Life
Insurance Dining Room, invitational.
Besides the new members, other Despite his berevement. Mr. Wil- Lane ave. was the charming hosLa Mar Cheris present included hams was on hand as the guest tess to the New Idea club when
Kuhn* Hampton, Naomi eochett, speaker at the Manassas High they met on Friday. Feb 5. A
Feb. 18-20:
National Association for the Advancement of Colored
'Thelma Durham. Laura Robereon. School's assembly commemorat- delightful meeting it was with
People, Southern Regional Conference.
Carrie Smell anti Mary Beal whom ing Negro History Week last Fri. the following members present:
we've mentioned before „ and day, where he delivered a brilliant Mesdames Odessa Beck, Vivian
Feb. 24:
Annie L Brown Health Club, Fellowship Dinner, Mrs. Flora
guests Betty Bond, Mary Williams. and challenging address to students Bell. Annie M Bond. Aline Maney,;
Jewel Gentry and Maeorna Kirk, and faculty, the likes of which Rosetta McKissack, Lucille SangsCochrane, hostess, 729 Vance Avenue.
WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
would warm the heart of any ter. Maggie K. Smith, Essie M.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wilson mother, especially his own . . . perry, Louise Praither, Sarah
Feb. 24:
Lana Horne Cosmetics, Cocktail Party, Universal Life InWestbrook* have announced the who had lived to see her son take Gibbs, Edna White and Gladys
surance Company Dining Room, invitational.
age of their daughter. Mies his place in the community as a Bronaugh.
Annettra West brooks to outstanding social studies teacher. Guests in the borne of Mrs.
Feb. 26:
11111MIdell Sherman Sin% yer as Eater- writer and radio personality.
J-U-G-S Inc., Sixth Annual Charity Ball and Living Ads,
Mrs. Shirley Carr
Womack.
gm No ve m her 28. ia. T he The family of the late Elmo nouney and Mrs. Susie Mitchell,
Curries Club Tropicana, 10 P. M.
couple is at home at 1356 Tappan wishes to thank their cond ucted the very interesting
Avenue. The new Mrs. many friends for their kind words game "Fishing for the Cotton!
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Presents "Holiday On Ice", AmphiMarch 13:
1111111011r is a student at Leek-sem of sympathy during their recent Bowl" which brought prizes to:
theatre — Ellis Auditorium, 8 P.M.
gleams, and Mr. Sawyer is a hours of bereavement They are
Perry
Smith and
Siggehet of the C. C. Sawyer Mr. and Mrs Marvin Tappan ofMrs.rl
M
pm
ereee
withfirst
*Mel Sompany.
New York City Rev. arid Mrs. Both
Manassas High School's "Annual Show", Ellis Auditorium's
April 5:
Mesdames Clowney and
Another wedding announcement Robert L. Tappan, Mr and Mrs. Mitchell are doing their in-service
Musk Hall, 8:00 P. M.
ht note is that of Res. and Mrs. Walter Ayers. Mrs. Mary Pate, leaching at Merry lugh school
rice H. Mason Jr anouncing Mr and Mre Johnnie Tappan. Mr. end. enrolled at Tennessee A la
April 8:
Beta Epsilon Omega Chapters, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
marriage of their daughter and Mrs Freddie Tappan and a I. state university.
Presents:
The Louis Johnson Dancers, Music Hall—Ellis
aka Michael Ellen Meson to John host of other relatives
made
up
plate
salad
A delicious
isms.
Auditorium, 8 P M.
the menu
The month of January marked
the beginning of the New Year
April 8:
Sigma Gamma Rlia Sorority Presents, The Booker T. Washfor the Civic Pride club. Two of
ington Hie, Schaol of Atlanta, Ga., String Orchestra, Bruce
the members opened the year with
Hall, 8 P. M.
the regular meetings.
her
Miss Ora Ellington held
April 17-18: Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Rgioricil Conference, Memphis, Tens.
meeting in her home where she
served a big turkey dinner with
all the trimmings At this meet
April 17-18: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Southeastern Regional Contrg each lady present wu given
ference, Jackson, Tenn.
a valuable oft_
The second meeting of the year
We Moderns Cloth, Annual Donee, Flamingo Room 10 P. M.
April 22:
was held in the '•Fellowship"
Room of Semen Baptist ceurch
with Mrs Myrtle Monroe serving
Keppo Alpha Psi Fraternity, Annual Dehutaete PresentaMay 6:
as hostess A very pretty menu
tion,
Amphitheatre, Ellis Aeditionions, 10 P
was served. A Brain teaser was
Mesher game and petty* went te
The Sophisticates triage Club, Annual Deists, Flomiusge
May 6:
dames Fern Walker. Adds McNeely and Mary Blair.
Ream, 10 P. M.
The members feel that the previous year has been a seecesstel
May 7:
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Ileaukhast Per Mastly, Carrrie's
one for the club They were at&
Climb
Tropicana. 10 A. N.
to eontribute NOW to the upkeep of the Mt Olive Cemetery.
MA to be mod to help waferAlphe Phi Alpha Fivrersity
Daum Currie's Club
L,.• BRIDE — nuts
Mira, Is a erodes* of Wei- amele eteldree. ten WWI baskets
Tosspicama, 10 P. M.
became
Cileseella
the
lispeess
row High sensed_ The mesa of preemies to seedy families.
Ewes-me timid
It the me et It. asd MTS. saI make thew regular anew ,
WM. col
sere receellit. Miss ram irds
Metes Whiwoor. st Stamm mistsK the City NM SW, Teael 111 sod 14r:
Tose Res J. W. Wyse:. pie- eraness. lb. tIvit Pride c''
101kracits at
.4 the Firs Baptist chard. loves ti, make this pmw wa
Maumee Nailed Ihe comet.
Imre suLteastel
*
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New Sorors
For Alpha
Gamma Chi
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Anna C. Cook*

The entire Orange Mound com- Mrs. Mae Ola Mebane, Mrs. Velmunity is eagerly anticipating the erya W. Jeffery, Misses Geeorgia
forthcoming Mid • Winter Tea, Rose Sylvers and Erma Clanton.
which is being sponsored by the Featured on this program will
Melrose PTA, in the beautiful be the Melrose Glee Club, Band
Melrose gymnasium, Sunday, Feb. and numbers from the elementary
21, from 4 until 6 p.m. This year's department. The Souvenir Booktheme is -Open Your Hearts To lets, which promises to be very
unique, will carry the program,
Your School".
Mrs. Lillie Branscomb, presi- patrons and ads. Co-chairmen for
dent and other PTA officials re- the booklet will be Miss Elsie
port that patrons and friends of Thomas and O'Ferrell Nelson,
this school are certainly complying with Miss Maggie McDowell, Mrs.
with the theme, judging by the Mary Bradley, Miss Gladys Dean,
encouraging display of enthusiasm Mrs. Cornelia Suggs and Mrs.
and willingness on the part of all Geraldine Green serving on the
committee.
concerned to cooperate.
There's a treat in store. Some- All committees nave worked unthing different has been planned. tiringly with the General ChairThe gymnasium will be very col- man, Mrs. Georgie Bumpus and
orfully decorated by Mrs. Maggie co - chairmen: Mrs. Ruthie G.
Jordan and Harold Winfrey, co- Coulter and Mrs. Ruthie C. Strong,
chairmen, with assistance from in an effort to make the tea the
committee members, who are success that it promises to be.
Mrs. Gladys Sharp and Miss Dor- Publicity for this affair has been
othy Halliburton. Twelve beautiful headed by co-chairmen Mrs. Inez
decorated tables will supply the Morris and Willie E. Lindsey,
refreshments, headed by co-chair- with Mrs. Jessie C. Bryant, Mrs.
men Mrs. Dorris Bodden and Mary Collier, Lawrence Westley
Mrs. Lucille Armfield, and their and Harold Lem_nons on the comcommittee consisting of Mrs. mittee.
The public at large is cordially
Fannie Welt and Mrs. Florence
Invited to attend and enjoy a
Bolden.
A well planned speceial program pleasurable afternoon.
has been worked out for the oc- Mrs. Beulah Williams and Mr.
casion by co-chairmen Miss Viola Floyd M. Campbell are principals
P. Flowers and Mrs. Julia Pruitt, of the Melrose Elementary and
along with committee members: Melrose high schools respectively.

CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS

ENTER CONTEST—Two more
talented young ladies have entered the Miss Bronze West
Tennessee Pageant set for
Feb. 26 in the Merry high
school auditorium, Jackson,
Tem. On left is Miss Georgia
A. Heggie, senior, Mitre high
school, Union City, Tenn. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G.
Reggie, Miss Heegie was the
first place winner at the TriState Fair in Memphis, displaying her dramatic talent.
She has been voted the most
talented girl at Miles. The
ether entrant is Miss Mildred
Comte 16 year old senior at
West Web in Denmark, Tenn.
Her tales' is singing. She was

one of the Miss Brown Beauty
contestants in 1957 and has
been in many talent shows at
the school.

Afiv/Gillette

Oestable Razor

Who has the

HEALTHIEST,
HAPPIEST BABY?
You do...
with a safe, dependable
PET Milk formula!

=

=

wow

aloft

It's Do wonder PET Milk babies
are known for
their healthy growth and happy
dispositions. As
dooms can tell roe, PET is
a dependable milk.
always ablooktelY safe, always uniformly
rich—
easy for babies to digest And it's fortified
with
important vitamin D, the
sunshine vitamin that
helps baud stroag, straight bones
and sound teeth.

Yee,Irises it comes to baby's

bottle.
there's 'seiner milk than PET
Milk.
Moire than fifty million babies

hate
been raised on this form of milk Be
sure pior precious baby gets all the
sponiierfal benefits of a PET
Evaporated Milk formula!
*•••---eu at Neap

hos,leek ele

imp
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Stork Stops
"
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By BERTHA PATTERSON
NEGRO PAY HALF FARE?
In't need fine clothes, only clean
Usually when a person buys'ones, 3) Negroes have bad job
A son, Jimmy, to Mr. and Mrs.
something that has been used ihabits.
A son, Richard, to Mr. and Sirs.
Born at John Gaston Hospital.
Bond of 206 Caldwell.
Frank
SevN.
913
before, they only pay half of the I The Negro runs an off and on
of
Richard Nathaniel
FEBRUARY 6
Marilyn, to Mr. and
daughter,
He
has
a
business.
bad
A
reputation
original price for it. That is the
A son, Ronnie, to Mr. and Mrs enth.
Terry Cox of 379 Abel.
Mrs.
Mr.
to
way it should be with the Negro ifor conduct on the job—such as
Demetria,
daughter,
A
Bennie Neal of 5692 Ferguson.
of 1494 A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
when riding the bus. They should 'petty quarelling with other help,
A son. Alfred, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Freddie Williams
noloud
about
incessant
talking
pay half fare because they must
Charlie Same of 290 E. Virginia.
Oriole.
Paul.
St.
587
Floyd liewittle of
Sirs.
and
Mr.
occupy only the back seats, which thing: loafing, carelessness, due
to
David,
son,
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
A daughter, Lorraine, to Mr. A
Polk.
are most of the times, second to lack of job pride; insolence,
850
of
Arant
Aaron
Charlie Price of 1136 Holly1203
of
Mrs.
Downey
Hilliard
Mrs.
and
gum chewing and — too often—
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WASHINGTON, — (UPI) — The new legislation.
jungle hospital in Lambarene beI throughout the block and a window Rock problem had quieted down. "The whole thing is shocking." was editor of the New York Her- Senate Monday began its election- Sen Kenneth B. Keating (R-N. rights isues on NBC television profore the next speaking engagement
gram Meet the Press.
; in one across the street was ghat- The last violence occurred on La- The Bates' home is under con- ald he once summoned his Lon- year battle over civil rights.
Y.), a sponsor of the administraHe was asked whether an Eisen- in Rhodesia
bor Day when the mayor's office, stant surviellence
o tered into hundreds of pieces.
by
private don correspondent to meet him Under an agreement reached tion's civil rights measure, said he
administration proposal for
Paris. The correspondent knew
; "Integration is inevitable," de- school board office and the as- Iguards.Numerous bombings, bomb- in
least year, Democratic leader planned to toss still another pro- hower
that his employer was a great lovvoting rights in
dared L. C. Bates, NAACP field! sistant fire chief's car were bomb- ing attempts and threats of all
Lyndon B. Johnson (Tex.) was posal — a tough anti-lynching bill protecting Negro
er of dogs. He also had a preed.
elections might
federal
and
state
!types
against
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bates
secretary. "No amount of harassready to start debate on the civil — into the already bitter fray.
monition thate was going to be
One of the bombers was sent- make this necessary.
not lead to the election of a Negro
rights issue.
: meet and abuse will stop it."
Keaung
said
his
proposal
would
AMMAN Jordan — (UPI) —
discharged, but he was not with- •
Little action on civil rights was provide for a possible death pen- governor from some southern
' Police Chief Gene Smith who
out resources. After Bennett had
Jordan's
Crown Prince Wham!
state.
expected in the opening day skir- alty in lynching cases and set up
- quelled an insurrection of segre'kept him waiting for an hour he
Javits said he did not believe it mad --ill visit the United States,
mish.
Most
"Administrative
observers
vell
felt
as
as
it
might
judicigationists when Central and Hall
!was finally admitted to the edi-1
take weeks to fight out the issue al remedies to protect voting would. He said he did not believe:Canada, Britain, West Germany,
schools were Integrated last fall,
'tor. A half dozen French poodles!
1 Negroes vote as a bloc. Even if and Spain on a five-month tour
agains a backdrop of preidential rights."
took charge of the investigation.
began to greet him by licking his!
politics.
they did, he said, only in one beginning Feb. 25, it was announNO.
I ISSUES
!face and hands; Bennett's hostili-I
He Immediately dispatched
Because no civil rights bill is New York's other Republican ; southern state, Mississippi, did ced Sunday.
ty melted like magic. He warmly;
guard's to the homes of all Ne"King Cotton Entertains" is the Melrose. Each school is promising shook his employeeshand, was on the Senate calendar, Johnson Senator, Jacob K. Javits, said he they come close to being a majorgro children who are attending
Salt is used in making steel and
theme of the 1960 Cotton-Makers!exceptional features in terpsichore !solicitous of his health and gave may call up a minor House-ap-1 would try to expand President ity
Integrated schools.
various chemicals.
Carlotta. one of the original Jubilee scheduled as usual in the and song as its Jubilect presenta- ;him a substantial raise in salary. proved bill — possibly one corn- Eisenhower's proposal for court- ,
menorating the founding of land appointed referees to assure NeLittle Rock Nine, told the Defen- ate Spring. It is also the theme tion.
'When the correspondent returned
der, "I had just gone to bed when for the 1960 Jubilect, opening event! The ZoZo Clubs, teen-age mem- ; to his room he changed his clothes grant colleges — as a vehicle tolgro voting rights by combining
which civil rights propoiials could with a Civil Rights Commission
, I heard the explosion. Nobody had of the annual Jubilee.
bers of the Jubilee organization,,and removed from his pockets the
be
attached,
plan for setting up federal re.; to tell me what it was. Somehow, The Jubilee will be staged at;are pushing the sale of Jubilect .choice cuts of liver which he had
PREPARE BATTLELLNES
gistrars.
I just knew."
Ellis Auditorium (South Hall) Fri-!tickets in their schools and all ,carefully secreted there.
Battlelines for the hot. drawn- Javits said prospects for assage
T
I Asked if she could think of any day night, February 26, at 8 p.m. over the city. They are vying ; Laver
has magic. One bite of
Nat. Williams will be serving his for the selection from their indi- liver will furnish the day's re- out fight were formed over the of a strong civil rights bill were
Southerners
served the brightest in more than 80 years.
third consecutive year as Jubilect ;vidual clubs of "Miss Jubilect",:quirement of vitamin A. Liver is weekend.
Ii
director. He is being assisted by a 'who will be one of the featured rich in protein, it is a real blood notice they would fight civil rights He said civil rights probably is
TV SERVICE
'..
committee of public school teach- personalities in the Jubilee cele- 'regenerator, containing the im- proposals at every turn and north- the No. 1 domestic issue in the
$AIS I lAall•re at Lauderdale
er
- directors of both city and coun- bration. "Miss Jubilect" is select- portant mineral iron, with a trace,erners stepped up their drive for nation.
t
You can finish and take your
WH 6-7133
ed during the Jubilect, on the ba- .of copper in the organic form!
ty- high schools.
Dependable TV Screws
A I
first course in 10 weeks or
The Jubilect is a talent show. sis of the number of tickets she most easily used by the body.
SERVICE CALL
th
featuring the pupils of Memphis sells to the show. Mrs. R. Q. yen- Liver also contains vitamin G,
!co
Valuable Nurse's Outfit
DAY—N
IGHT
in
and Mid-South high schools. It son, wife of the founder and di- II and C, and a little vitamin D
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
of the Jubilee, Dr. R. Q.!thrown in for good measure. This
given FREE
rtia ad la worth 21.00 Neva re week, formerly featured college talent of enson, is directing the "Miss u-'organ
th
meat is the only meat that
the area. The change to high school
es ass TV reosir.
PO' "FE SAMPLE LESSONS
S BOOKLET
ed
talent came with the shift in em- ;bilect" selection contest. The ZoZo , contains glycogen, a body sugar,
RCA Authorized Service
MAIL COUPON TODAY:
phasis in the Jubilee program to!Clubs are directed by Miss Irma and an excellent energy food.
Jc
place more stress on local talent Clanton, teacher at Melrose high Beef, calf, pork, chicken and
POST GRADUATE SCHOOL OF NURSING
For the first time pupil talent school.
;lamb liver as well as liver from
Room 2om 1 0, 1 3 1 S. Webesh, Chicago, Minipill
from the high schools of Shelby Among teachers included in the !wild animals varies greatly in
or
Post• rush Itty SAI.4PLE LESSONS I Rd NURSE'S 100KlET.
Ju- production of the 1960 Jubilect are: '. price—but there is a liver to fit WASHLNGTON — (UPI — The!amendments to the measure which
Si
N. salesman will tail and +hero is no eilIvititta, el mese.
bilect. Pupils from Vioodstoek and Mesdames Joan Johnson of Car- •every budget and all can be ap- Senate plunged heatedly into its
1Russell's Armed Services CoinMt. Pisgah Schools are being re- ver, Norma Griffin of Washington,lietizingly prepared. When prop- full-blown civil rights debate MonImittee
had approved.
NA1.411
hearsed in special song and dance Gloria Matthews, Douglas. Evelyn erly prepared liver has a delicate day with Sen. Richard B. Russell
Russell, denounced what he calltie
ILIC01196 POR MERTON.
numbers ie keeping with the 1960 Bagsby, Lester; Margaret Strong of flavor and according to medical (D-Ga.)
ADDRESS
Offify
SW*
accusing
Democratic ed the -rather remarkable
—1
protheme, "King Colton Entertains".;Hamilton; Roderick Diggs, Hamil- authorities passesses specific cur- 'leader Lyndon B Johnson
1.4•911..Mitail--We
!yam
Loos.ordoio
of
conRuthie Strong, Melrose; Miss
ton:
re
cedure.He
protested
and
served
ative value for certain diseases. ducting a "lynching of orderly
Participating city schools include
Eurline Couch, Porter, and Mrs. Beef and calf liver
to
Plow,' !A. 5-6341
notice that he would move to postdo not re- procedure."
Manassas, Douglas, Booker WashManassas.
Geoergia Lee Harvey of
di
pone action on the Fort Crowder
quire scalding, but lamb and pork
ington, Porter, Carver, Lester. and
Russell. leader of the southern bill.
Mrs. Blanche Slaughter, Mt. Pis- liver should
to
be scalded. It should
gah, and Mrs. Sylvia J. Graham be cooked
CI;
at a moderate tempera- bloc fighting civil rights legisla- The long-awaited debate started
, of Woodstock.
es
ture just long enough to change tion, made the accusation after shortly after Johnson said he was
The curtain will rise on the 1960 the color, if
Cl
its full flavor is to the Texas Democrat brourht 'JD confident the Senate would pass
p.m. February 26 at
!Jubilect at
a minor measure as a vehicle for a bill to "fully
be appreciated.
protect the constiEllis Auditorium (South Hall'.
Flavor in liver varies slightly. 1 civil rights amendments.
tutional rights of every citizen of
bill
involved
ICalls and sheep liver is exceed-1 Tbe
authoriz- this land."
!inlay mild. Pork has a stronger ing the 51.-11a. Mo , school dis- Senate GOP Leader Everett M.
•flavor and coarser texture. Beef!trict to temporarily lease land Dirksen (Ill.) voiced confidence
202 (:) ,mois Bldg. — Third & Court
Iliver is darker, with good fla‘or.!from Fort Crowder, Mo., for use 'that -the Senate by orderly
proAll liver, including furred game I as a school. Johnson invited all cedures can accomplish
construcliver, is tender and may be pre- senators to offer civil rights tive results''
on civil rights.
pared in approximately the same
manner, but slow cooking is necessary.
H liver is to be cooked in the
Iniece, it should be washed thoroughly but never soaked in water.
11 roasted: a strip of bacon or
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State Board To
Consider Whits
FA&MU Applicant
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — (UPI)
—The state board of control Ulla
week will take tip the application
of a white student to enter allNegro Florida A&M university.
Al Brettler. now a student at
Florida State university, said he
applied to the Negro school as a
"protest against racial discrimination."
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meeting at Patricia Bowles' house
CLUB NEWS
The Junior Elks gave a swinging at the same time. Someone had
skating party last Monday night to leave: vtas it Roy or Roger?
at the Hippodrome Roller Rink May the hest man win. Robert
Starting off with happenings of Sophia Brown, Feb. 5th. It
turned
8 'til 12. Some of those seen Carpenter and Hattie Smith are
from
the last two weeks, there should out to
be a success with the help
skating and falling were Ora C. trying to make the best of everybe some mention of the Jackie of Joseph
Delane, Lois Jones, WilJackson, Patricia Bowles, Rosa thing. Erwin -Moose" Malone has
Wilson show at Ellis Auditorium lie Joe Alexander, Carolyn Purdy
Wilks, Fred Carr, Norma Long, grown a beard and is calling himNEW YORK — (UPI) — The
which w a s presented without and
Thomas McGee. Bennie
Jerry Suggs, Yural Williams, self Fidel Castro. It has been said only aspect of "payola" thi.t is
Jackie. It seems a shame that Hines, Sheila Rice, Mac Cleaves,
been
has
girls
few
the
a
of
that
Jahella Hunt, Barbara Sanders,
solely American is the word "Payeverytime a musical show is held Fred King, James Smith, Danny
Spencer McGhee, Roger Lewis, flipping over this beard.
ola" itself, a McGraw-Hill publihere one or more of the main Mitchell, Clifton O'Neal, Earline
Rudolph Williams, Hattie Smith, WHAT'S THIS?
cation said yesterday.
stars fail to show up.
Purdy, James Sawyer, Rita ClaxFred hardy amid Gwendolyn Ed.
Robert Carpenter and many, many
This is a discredit to Memphis. ton, Fridel Green, Dorothy BurIn Rome, the under-the-counter
more.
wards seem to be making the best
It being a city so interested in nett, Willie Miles, Harvey Duff,
is the same, but the word
payment
coolGwen's
after
everything
of
A skating exhibition was given
music, a place where a tune can Delores Purdy and Paul Kelly
Pat- ness on local fellows. Unable to Is "Busterella." In Hong Kong it's
Laura
Annie
by
half
the
at
be determined a "hit" or "flop". were among these there.
terson, Paul Foster. James Ayers cope with such great competition called "Hai Yo." in Mexico it's
Others in the show were Bobby Refreshments were served bufAyers, Johnnie for Cleveland Rankin, Janette "Morclida" — translated, "the
Georgia
and
ae-' eeman, crooning "Ebb Tide".. fet style.
and a tew Hunt is withdrawing from the bite."
Trigg
Smith,
Lewis
r
sse Belvin singing "What Is GIVE YOUR SUPPORT
International Management Diothers. The Junior Elks would race. Norma Malone and a flock
Authur Prysock and
Clara Smith, a junior at Melgest, which publishes world busiwho came of others, for instance???
everyone
thank
to
like
"I Worry About You" . . . Nappy rose high school, asks for your
and examinations during the
9-3 class, resides with her
TOPS AT PORTER—Highest
ness information, said European
down and gave them their support. SPORTS
Brown . . . and the very talented support in helping her to be electFirst semester and had perfect
father, Myles Evans, 732 E.
ranking pupils among 1.034
Their next event coming up is The Booker T. Washington War- businessmen admit that expense
Mary Johnson held up their part ed "Miss Jubilect." You may purattendance records. During
Georgia; Frederick Brooks,
students are, left to right:
their installation party Feb. 21, riors overthrew etc Hamilton accounts for gifts and entertainof the show. I'm sure many were chase tickets from her or any
this semester many honors
7-2 class, whose parents are
Stennis Trueman, 7•10 class,
strictly invitational. You inay be Wildcats 73-64 to the tune of Blue ment are growing, but they blame
shocked when told of the death of member of the Model Teen Soand courtesies are in store for
Rev. and Mrs. P. E. Brooks,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Stennis
invited so be aware.
Will Never Do. And to prove that it on Americans. They say U. S.
Jesse Belvin the following night cial club. The Jubilect is Feb. 26,
these outstanding pupils.
384 Edithk ave These pupils
B. Trueman of 387 E. Lauder.
lightning strikes twice they went businessmen start it and "we are
a
club
new
changes,
The
phase
as he was traveling from Little so get your tickets today!
earned all A's in all subjects
dale; Carrie Belle Evans of
Is in the swing. The Modern Debs on to upset the Manassas Tigers, forced to keep up."
Rock, Arkansas to Texas.
PLAN TO ATTEND
club is open for new mem- 51-48 in a thrilling contest. WashSocial
BEATNIK BALL
Hamilton high school's Senior
until March 6. Any ington's B team has won 17 out
berships
The Y.M.C.A. was the scene of Dance in the school
gym Thurswanting to join please of 17 games. The best record of
lady
young
merriment when the Co•Ettes day night from
8-12. Music will
Armstrong. EX 8-2015. the season. Some of the outstandBrenda
call
sponsored their beatnik party be furnished by Ben
Branch and
giving a dance at ing players are Cleveland Rankin,
also
They
are
there. It included bongo beats the Largoes. Admission is
only
Fuller Park Golf Club sometime Elias Ellis, Charlie Carter, Her- The Teen-age Department of the
from Osborne Moore, while others $1.00.
schel Boone and a few bench Vance Avenue Branch YWCA will
in the near future.
danced, played cards, and listenhold modern dance instructions
warmers.
The
of
Youth
Group
Second
Congiving
are
The Artist and Model
ed to choice jazz sounds. Attendweekly at the "Y" from 4-6
twice
P.S.
a slop hop Wednesday, March 2,
ing were Malcolm Weed, Gloria gregational church invites you to
Please don't forget that the p.m. The dance instructions beattend
their
platter
party,
Friday,
Elks
The
12.
'til
Place:
8
from
Lewis, Chester Visor, Gloria ShilTuesday, Feb. 16. Further inStairway to the Stars, 401 Beale. seniors of Hamilton high school gan
kens, Fred Coffey, Lucinda Sto- Feb. 26 at the Parish Hall of the
concerning the arrangeSenformation
Annual
their
presenting
are
ave.
Time
7:30
A Leap Year Dance will be givvall, John Harris, Velma Spencer, church, 72 Walker
ior Dance entitled A Nieht on a ment of these classes may be obto
11:00
p.m.
Come
and
make
it
Feb.
Royal
20,
en
Dukes
the
by
Lewis Smith, Carolyn Williams,
had a burning desire to get an edu- proud father of three lovely chilMAEDELLE SMITH
Tropical Island, featuring Ben tained by calling the YWCA, JA.
a success, it's only $.2.5.
Paul Hawkins, Junienne Briscoe,
- dren, Natalie, Geraldine and Na- 1960. From 10 'til 2. Place: Club Branch and the Largos, Thursday 6-2340. Girls, here is your chance
(of Melrose)
- tidy, music by Ben Johnson.
..,R udolph Williams, Julia London, VALENTINE PARTY
(
night, Feb. 18, from 8 until 12 to put a little fun in your life, by
on'after graduating from the tne•
So
cati
After the many unsuccessful Kortrecht high school, here in After asking questiais concern- 7.71rE TO TRANSACT
.nk Reynolds, June Rainey, Ann Burford entertained her
dancing.
Hamilton's gymnasium.
p.m.,
11111arles Glass, Bonnie Little, Wal- club members with a Valentine attempts to contact Mr. Nat D. Memphis. which is presently the ing Mr. Williams' careers and Why isn't David Porter flipping
ter Plummer, Simone McAnulty, Party at her home Friday eve- Williams, we adapted ourselves to B. T. Washington high school, helfamily life, we obtained his views over Elizabeth Prudent any more,
that old saying, "If you try and entered Teacher's college in Nash- on problems that
Floice McKnight, Lynn Howell, ning.
confront the could it be that there is another
again.'
girl on the scene? Patricia Roman
Thomas Yarbrough, Doris Ingram, She and other members of thedon't succecd, try,
ville, Toressee, now Tennessee A. Negro Youth of the South, one of
we fi.
would like for everyone to know
Richard Grady, Oliver Ingram, Co-Ettes are sorry Sylvia Wil- With a little more ec-rt,
and 1. university, where he work- which was:
that Lazarus Stinson is the only
1 Janiece Prudent, Sampson Bris- liams, due to the Asian flu, was nallv contacted Mr. Williams, and ed his way through college. With
"Mr. Williams, how do you feel one for her. Vivian Barnes and
not able to attend the party. Their matte an appoin,,nent for Loc. for, his unfaltering determination to
coe and Kenneth Cox.
Negro
proas
Youth,
can
we,
that
Melvin Owens are on the scene
"Student Council" pins each year at the beginning of the
There was another ''Beatnik next meeting will be at the home lowing day. Then we proceeded into; write or to become a newspapermote the movement of integration again. Joan Hampton would like Gold
our next phase of interviewing our man, he started the Tennessee
were awarded recently to the of- second semester at the January
Party" held at the home of Miss of Joan Hargraves,
peaceully."
for it to be known that she always ficers of the Father Bertrand Student Council meeting. Father
chosen personality, Mr. Williams, State's first school paper, and helpIle hesitated a few minutes and finishes what she tries to accoma well known journalist, broadcast- ed with the publishing of the colSchool Student Council. Car- Capistrad Haas, 01 F. M. is facthen replied with an answer that plish, for instance, Howard Sat- high
senior, is the council ulty advisor.
er and an intellectual history in- lege's first year book.
Roberts,
los
44.
seems to have come from his terfield,
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Dr. Hampton
Greensboro City
Councilman Dies

St. Louis Newsman
Sensitive To Rights
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EDITORS NOTE: This is the
Mitchell is a native of St. Louis
fifth of a series of articles on and in this way has the feel and
Negro publishers, presented in cotenor of the community his newsoperation with the National Newspaper Publishers Association. This paper serves. Probably the most
GREENSBORO, N. C. —(UP)
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tional. Postpaid.
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Hinton, treasurer; and Mrs. Ma'THAN CLARK GABLE'S! 6L
...113KED baroque mixBE A UTIFULLY POT
tilda Roberson, chaplain Mrs. 0.
ture of t Igereye. •methyst. obsidtum,
postpaid.
V. SITUATION WANTED
agate, other $3 95 pound
L. King is the League reporter.
Brubaker. 5318 W 1.-12. Lancaster, Calif.
— , TWILIGHT SOCIAL CLUB
DAY CARE FOR SIAM I, CHILDREN IN ,
my
home. Mrs R. Griffin ES.4-4652. ;
' The Twilight Social Club met at
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
the home of Mrs. Canary Pope,
JOB AS CONSTRUCTION OR 1
EX 7-0521 . DESIRES
1351 So. Third St.
carpenter's helper. kg J. Wt.liams. PA.
(MATS WERE AT tr AGAN,
307
Ayers st. recently for a regu0001) PRACTICE PIANOS $75
'34272.
0100 I ALWAYS GNI LET "OrIE KIDS FIGHT
87 50 down and Easy Terms
lar
meeting
and
elecannual
their
•* %/714 OUT—I'M OWE Fo.THEit l'HAT DON'T ei€LiEVEITits)
EX 7-6780 Sites & Sundays
MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
tion of officers. Mrs. Vera Her'f
/
j'
i 1
474
/,/,por
ApPli
INTLreFeeING!
—
BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
ron is the president, Mrs. Emma
CATALOG.
'9/%4/
/ •
a'
MARRIAGE
Huge discount,- Low wholesale prices.
Exum, secretary.
e
Big money-saving catalog 25c
(refundCERTIFICATE
able). 8 & J Co. Box 434, Levittown 9. UT STUDENT — Mrs. Vito Braz- LA RITA HOMEMAKERS CLUB
Pa.
GUARANTEED!
LEGAL. Printed Forms,
i zellezz. 1133 So. Parkway E., isi
46 I \*
The La Rita Homemakers club
ere Stair l•l•mes Dates. Om•tted. Used —
V
' presently enrolled in the Univer-I
•. Or,^i401, Duplicate. copies or gifts. BUSINESS SERVICE
met
at
Curries
Tropicana
recent$2 each .three 1 11.5. Prompt. Confidential ,
I sity of Tennessee's evening divi•
eoce•le set vice
lv, when the club entertained one
'1NTERESTINO MAIL Earnings. .
I ADULTS.
. t t booklets. catalogs al refunded mon. She is the only Ne^ro att: Photos,
of their former members, and disNATIONAL FORNIS
0,-,,,
,, r. iA,;.,ntnd. - N.Box
i. tending class along with 1:
f
l
i 11cst i,h
"
3 white i cussed their popularity contest. At
I
"
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
Ts"_
g
students. She is taking a course the
meeting Mrs. Emma Morris
in real estate. Mrs. Brazellezz is was the hostess.
'BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
"
4 Special Serske
Members include
V1
/
44-kaN H
4
well known in social and civic at- Mrs. Cleo
Draper, Ms. Ann Falls,
— WOMEN SEW easy ready-cut wrap-a-round
a
KID BEATS UP
fairs. A native of sk.w Orlean,,. she s
ATTENTION! spaaprreonstimehcfm;riteZecn 11A2*,ur.
l tit,doreng
- k
M
ni
r
s
i
.
t
h,
Julia
1rs
`QUIZ K10
str r's is a registered nurse and is a florFreeport N.,. York
n,M Armstrong,
Ni
rs. s.Teceavra
-_
14I and gift shoo owner.
Mrs. Bertha CatherinePslteiSullivan,
• .4=0111

0
0

4

0

EKIM SALES

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

A

0
at
A
th
in
th
ed

A

Jc

nc
sa

u4
reA
to

M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911

MOVING

W. P. SHELTON

Make

Insured Moving

;200

CLUB
NOTES

J. C. WOOTEN
GL. 8-5373

0
0
L. If
1

HA,HA!TAAT

%A/NS

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550• BR 4-4551
MORGAN'S MOVERS

1
at

USE
WANT
ADS
FO R
RESULTS

Ir IT NEVER FAILS

di
to
el
ell

Ui

Program
Worthy

Students Win
In Cystology M. I. Observes NAACP Support
Cancer Benefit'55th Birthday

MU. 3-0629

0

rff NEVER FARS

'

well.. t4eeiii

4/4 'o

E.

Diabetic Sufferers

Gil Gabrielli

7.;

Ill

TO. 9-4462

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World of., Values"
• AUTO sm.), ,
DVERTIVNG SPECI LTAES
• PRINT, C.
6116V0GRAPHINO
• RUBBER STAMPS
SEALS
• DECALS
CALENDA RS

790 Timken Ave,
Near Central Ave.) Tankers, N. Y.

and Mrs. Hazel Knight
Mrs. A. Mardis is the club reporter.

TRI - STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
r• ',ago
1311 'vans Ave.
Phone LI. A-I !

,

1 Harris

Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With

Tri-State Boxing
Tourney Set For
April 12 Thru 15

We need men and women for 'ear round, full time
repeat sales Permanent connection protected leads.
Salary. bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:

U

TRI - STATE DEFENDER
Office Box 311

Memnhis, Tennessee
11111W-.11.1111

- r. -r'. •

dow,"'"iistib„-

Men and Women with sales al:$:1 ity to v2II advertising ...

Post

—CUT WHEN YOUQ,

11h.

The 'Ini-State boxing tournament
begins its 25th year of charity
bouts, April 12, 13, 14 and 15,
Church Park auditorium, 8 p.m.
All Negro boys in the Tri-State
area (Ark., Miss.. Tenn and Shel
by county) who are interested in
lmateur boxing are eligible

-•-•••

•

1.991111P 11111111=101

When Answering Want Ads .... Say You Saw It In The Tri - State Defender

HIS Kit"—

S
e

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town

ies
(UP
Id SatHampo sme
d

and
night,
school
death
on the

N. J,
e here
Town
plendid
school
ities
Szni0
Green

Today - - -The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad
Advertisers.

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
ILISINESSI

emphis Business
Service Directory

SERVICES

WATCH
REPAIR
BARGAIN!

Crystals (glass) only

HARDY AND RATCLIFF

BARBER SHOP

Cleaning

2.50 es.

164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220

Dials

1.50 ea.

ise.
countwere
hites.

threat
the

•

Stem and Crown

1.00 co.

Mainspring

1.00 ea.

Approved
Students Welcomed
Out-of-town Students Invited
Veterans

NOW

(Galileo stss films I
Enter L Hubbard, MA. Director
JE5-6161
4448 Mullin pion
Sttouis 8, Ma

COMPLETE

REMODELING ADDITIONS

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime

ELECTROWARMTH

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting

Bank Terms

MEN'S SHOES

Business College, Inc.

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

HANAN & SON

BLOMBERG

HOWARD .& FOSTER

Burt Lake 1, Mich.
-

530

$300 TO $500

MEN'S

1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416

Work

and Pointing

Dewey's Auto Service
Linden Ave. JA 7-0328

JA 6-4756

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE

ANN JONES
BOX 7762

GRIGGS

BEAUTY SHOP
With and Without Appointment
JA 7-3054
324 Hernando St.

492 Vance Ave.- JA 7-4917

PIANOS TUNED

UNUSUAL PRODUCT

Repairs Estimated Here

TIRE SERVICE CO

RPRISE SPECIALTIES
pt. T.D., 210 Fifth A
New York 10, N. Y.
1 WANT TO ET BEAUTIFUL
FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 130
, Addle
Grant Mgr. - waste
Operator.

PHONE JA. 6-5118

HULBERT'S
PRINTING CO.

Matrimonial & Pen Pal
Introductions
telephone
Get real names, addresses,
numbers and descriptions All races, religions World wide membership.
lend
$1.00 and 2 stamps.

Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Service
Tell Us When You'll Get It Then

Continental Club, Box 791,
Inglewood, Calif.

JA 7-3810
358 Beale

Ns al Lines

2

1 Tilos

30c
45c
60c
75c

4

1

Figure
5 Average
Words To
The Line

moioniwiin

TELEPHONE

Tri-State Defender

Please send check or
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
SOUTH WELLINGTON

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
II

VW'

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES

LAMAR PIANO SALES
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Toss any coin head or tang as you
choosel-Any coin! Anytime! Any Place!
-A startling statement, • no less start- •
ling performance. This easily mastered
technique In a coPYIlbhtrd manual sent
immediately for $1
you
AFRO-FLIP.
CIAIT, Sea 11116-D, Bridgeport 1, Cone,

FOR SALE
100 Dodbled Edged razor blades $1 00
Postpaid Guaranteed. Martens Sales. Boa
601. Covington. Ky.
3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME.
where to buy material and how to
manufacture chearily. Bend $1 00 Manufacturing Specialties, Sicklerville, N
J.
tOil

"BY THE NUMBERS"

VICTORY SERVICE
7726T So. Clyde Ave.
Chicago 49, Ill.

SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for $1.00 - 10 for $2.00
Easter Series - 9 for $2.00

National Sermon Supply
304 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan

1PC/817/YE PROOF! Health Center,
Ade-1
I laid. Road, Dublin,
Ireland 17 hours Airmail).

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
facto/sing secret Master Code, Favorable
Numbers and Days - Combination
('odes,
3 Digit Figures. etc. Price
11.00.

VICTORY

BUSINESS SERVICE
We Give

United

Trading Stamps

GOODFRIEND'S
Laundry-Cleaners
ONE-DAY SERVICE
697 So. Lauderdale Street
Phone JA 5 - 9233
TWO BRANCHES:

GOODFRIEND'S
Laundry-Cleaners
260 Illinois - Ph. WH 8 - 9503

ROYAL CLEANERS
316 Vance A

Chicago 49. 111.1

ART LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
12 Business Opportunities
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS.
121
FOR $1.00 START TOUR COLLECTION
FREE
NOW. SINGLE CARD LS CENTS.
P.
Six Months course In Real Estate and
BOX M. ANSONIA STATION N. T. 0.
33 Auto Liability Insurance.
One night a
N. Y.
week. Call JA 3-5385 Leave Nam,
. and
Phone Number W. H. II/Annette
MEC 100 QUESTION 41) ANSWERS TO
or A, Adkins
pass written test for drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE Send 25 cents to
N 0 TICS
cover cost of mailing and handling THE rvionrio STAR SPIRITUAL SING.
Plus self add
d & stamped erfeveleps. VAS desire to increase their membership.
O. BOX
123 Anyone, male or female, who would Like
ANSOWIA STATION, NEW YORE
pietist, call Mrs. Z. D.
33. to Dartielpate,
N. T.
, Wilson after 4 P.M. WH 6-3161.
We win also include free •I ish•rge the 1
inclosed License Holder wit/a every order VALUICS GALORE! Sales Book 36c, (RID
ceceived.
I fundable) with coupon
WAYMART 61, PA.
ALTON

F. CUSTOM MADE
REFINISHED
U
RESTYLED
R
ANTIQUE
RESTORED
N
REPAIRED
I.

I
JI

I don't resits any borne calls or answer any letters. Be
to look for the ri ght sign and the right name.

Stile

Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, Ark.

MAGIC BATTERY TOWER
AND moron ruNatirs
Instant start in any weather . . . Keep
batteries fully charged in 60 below sero
cold . . . You'll play your radio all
winter with fear of battery failure More
winter miles per gallon on gas. Biasing
new power
D. BIG
PROEITS roil
AGENTS!
nd
1 93 for sample and details . . .
nd
t TREE 30 day supply
of THAL111 MI Potency Tablets i A Mental and Pep Stimulant - the very besL
Thau - 6920 Vernon
Chicago 37. Ill.

ek----,ct,

rumour, En, WANTED

E

YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

Upholstering, Inc.
1 576 Gowell

NOW
IS THE TIME TO ADVERTISE
IN THE DEFENDER
MO LOANS & MORTGAGES

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature
"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
161 Madison
JA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"More For The Family
At Family finance"

LOAN
S
on
For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
We like to say yes to yew
lean requests"

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
Hems Owned-Home Opereted

2 Locations
151 Madison
JA 5-7611
161 So. Main
IA 5-1351
Examined and Supervised
by State Department
it Insuraree and Banking

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND PlOOR

WON! /0111t4 lIAI Vt)to
Car P11101111AillA1
StAVICI

O

I WOMEN ICW, easy ready-cut wrap around
; aprons, home. Net $17.40 profits on do/en. '
Bpsretime. Profitable undertaking. Write
ACCURATE NEON'S
Freewill, New York

45 Household Furnishing

CARS
STATION WAGONS 4
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL

9
6
JOHNSON AUTO CO. h
RE. 5-1030
V
West Memphis, Ark.

VIIMMOMMOMMEK
Furniture, horns and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios
bought and sold. Terms.

Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Ph. FA 4-9666

22 Furnished Rooms

Maid and Phone Service
Clean, Quiet end Comfort.

Good Food
Ft11110Ug

BLESSINGS
JOHN STARR
Start 1960 Right:
1 to 3 day Blessings Available
You ors Never Helped-Unless
YOU Try.
For Information write Psi
F.O. ilex 1922 Cleveland 6, Oitie
SW 1-9600

BLESSINGS
NEW
YEAR SPECIAL
Dors Pieces, and keep bringing pears,
Surceam And Happiness
A Sure Quick
cure Prom Sickness, Brinsinir Peace To
Upset Romeo And Money To Your Pocket.
Write Now. Send $10 00
Help In 24
Hours. We Win Send
You
Blessing.
Bishop Baker
3923
Prospect
Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio.

sa..._rt.rAL

ESTATE FOR

BALM

314 South 11th Street
West Memphis, Ark.
RI 5-9177
Room for rent furnished or unfurnialm
ed WHitehall 11-11314. 1343 Lutham Street.
Call after 030 or before 7100 A. 91.

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and Frost
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, EteGOOD FOOD
Is Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL
Tourists Invited
Daily Rates - Air Conditioned
Private Baths • Telephone Radii
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Baily
Owner - Manager

CASK TALES!
WILL PAY CASH for property Or vacant
lot. If priced right.
BR. II4714
BR. 3-1240
BR. 6-11933
E. H. OODWIN A COMPANY
1315 Monroe Avenue
ONLY $300 DOWN-EASY TERMS
Ittita Ban, east of S. Bellevue. Modern
3-bedroom bungalow, lot 100•217. Shown
anytime.
J. W. Orr, BR. 3-1340.
BR 3-6734
E. H. Godwin • Co. 1368 Monroe

LARGE LOTS
TS s ISO CORNER or MALLORY AVE.
and Sparks. Easy terms Shown anrtime J. W. Orr, 'Mood Will 1-7763 BRoad way 3-1240
Snood way 11-471k.
K. H. Godwin Is Co. 1368 Monroe

for "telt

WILLIAMS APARTMENTS

10---SPIRTITAI, ADVISOR

406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834

NOW
is the time to ADVERTISE
in the DEFENDER
•

CLASSIFIED

DEADLINES

Want Ad
RATES

12 Noon Monday

15e per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
30e
3 lines
.45e
4 lines
60c
5 lines
75c
51
/
4 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAME SATE ss 2
lOpt.
tins ordinary Mot.

No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. T.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change In rate without

MP

MD

18 PT.
CAN YOU USE

JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.

TRAU'll

PRLOACTKFEORR M

FA 7-0744

MODEL
COLOR
TERMS

RE. 5-1032
Austin Scroggins

3 quarter length coat. Mouton. Sacrifice $45.00. Broadway 4-1337,

R

Moorman's

ANY

REBUILT I B M electric typewriter still
in factory crate $1000
Guaranteed.
Bouthatd• Printing, Raz 6491, DT. Huntington 3. West Va.

MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, valid,
quick, easy Details
either
one
$3.
Boa IOC Tijuana. BC, Mexico.
459f

$2995

• FORD•

1.000.000 BOOKS 104 lath! Free Catalogs. Hallway. Bela I)4-T,

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
T

STERICK BUILDING

Boers • a Si. to I p.m.
Readings Daily Opel, en Sundays

$4 95

AMAZING LISTED for life for 284 SterD
Paying out dimes quarters, dollars for
one tim• listing. Tour name In our files
should keep your box full of Interesting
offers, free samples, big mall, etc. for
life. Details for self-addressed stamped
envelope. Andy's Trading Post, Route 3-T,
Bryson City, N. C.
(61)

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016

Next to Lamar Theater
1726 Lamar
BR. 1-7436

NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Weekly NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS I BONDS,
Bolita, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play. (N• Checks Please).

Any Mode/ - Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
See Or Call

2639 West Peterson - TR2
Chiceee 45. Illinois

ON
Refrigerators
Washing Machines
Freezers
Dryers
AND

•
•
•
•

MEE DELIVERY

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

CITY

ADDRESS

conditioning

Protection r.• carry in Your Purse
Startle ant distract prowlers, would'
be attackers with Hilo cleverly de.
signed
Ball
Point
OUR PINK 22 caliber blanks with extra loud report Ca.'
be heard tor miles
around. No Permit w
"
needed.
Airmailed postpaid
completely assembled from our fib
lost in Europe. Send 51110 Cal%
anoiley order or tletk to

HOLLYWOOD IMPOKY

BALDWIN-1175
K rm R A LL-$95
MEISTER
{IRO
REMINGTON - $103
SMALL
CABLE NEL80N
PUMP PLAYER-0225
LAMAS PIANO SALES CO
1710 Lamar - BR. 11-111311

This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rive
yen !eft tale in your husband, wile or sweetheart? Are yes
hi bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are row
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at ones. Dbre
will read lite to you just as she would read as °Pen book.
Tell you why your Yob or business Is not a success If you have
failed la the rest come see MADAM BELL at Ines.
Located ea Highway 61 South, just ever Miselssippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando. lier home Is I blocks bele,
where sbe used to stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Be sere
le look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. She never had an stiles In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow ims marked Whitehaven State Use and get
elf at Staur Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND 141GL

(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

NAME

USED PIANOS

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

2 Times

60c
90c
1.20
1.50

Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

SIGNATURES
MADAM BELL AUTO-FURNITURE

AIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
1Sc
Per
Insertion
Per
Line
LASSIFICATION

MAGICAL PRAYER

h what you need if unfortunate,
downhearted. just plain unlucky.
Can't hlt •
lick of good, can't get ahead
or
out
of
debt Get this book right quick
and get
twinning like you always
wished.
Sails'faction
teed. Send only
no C 0.D.) to: L. SWIFT. 310 N.III (sorry
14th St.,
Les Vegas. Nevada.

7721A Clyde Ave

DAY, HUSKY. SUNDAY
11 Special Services
TV Service
<IL. 11-13112
$31.96
21- Glass Pirture 'Tube
$17.90
17" 0-lass Picture Tube
Installed
City Wide TV Semi**
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
s Money - Makes Money
1004 Chaise*
END,
acting,
non-ininstant
able,
adhesive,
flexible
repairs
tears. holes OD
most any fib24 Years In Piano Tuning
Pholstery, auto seat rovers. etc,
and Rebuilding
.easily. safely, Can be washironed without affecting pow- 319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS BREWER
JAckson 6-2g114
money- RETREADING SPECIALISTS
bond
Only $1 postpaid

usrantee
eel to' FUND RAISING-'tis for quantity prices.)

THE BOOK OF THE

41111111.11111111111111110.

ri.c.

For tiale Mice.

FORD
1 960

NEW AMAZING -8All POIN1 GUN

FAMILY CLOTHES MONIED
Neat Ironing dons In my horns for a
small family, or two 121 single persons
a day Sorry, no
whit..
TO WIN! LOVE, %foggy.
shirts,
Mrs
bIrthd ite and dime for information Oth a Mae Brown. JA. 74041.
i sealed. SIMS,
13.0-5th
Ave .
Chicago
Heights Ill
THE BARGAIN

CHICAGO BO, ILL.

STOP SUFFERING! I !
?poet it OA NOW Reply envelope
brings

Business & Practical
Art College

CHARNEL'S

To Gain Control Of
Anyone You Wish!
"Wear" Magic Lure
Perfume
Glamorous perfume designed to make
you more irresistable. Try it and see
what massnefic charm it brings
you.
POWERFUL EFFECTIVE. One dram
bottle $2.00

Day & Evening
Classes

61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BEALE AVE.
Automobile Body

Linden Ave.

* Accounting
* Secretarial
* Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

SAVE

Ham's Barber Shop

SEVEN SISTERS OF NEW onutssis
AND ALGIERS CANDLE SHOP
offers famous "SEVEN BOSSES . . . .
OP THE
WORLD" Blessed 011. Cost 83 50.
medal and chain free with order. Blessed
Price list of hundreds of blessed Rend for
products.
No C.0.0
orders. 4011 80. Broadway,
Dept- 1) aLog Angeles 37. Calif.

HENDERSON

Nationally Advertised

Piano Lessons The Easy
Berl Olswanger Way

MRS. GEORGE DODSON
JAckson 7-9987
-K151R1TUrAL ADV1901t

Night & Day Classes

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St. - Boa 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.

WA 4-2133

\Rehabilitation

257 SOUTH MAIN

JAckson 5-3794

Distinctively serving the Midwest with
Accounting, Business Administration,
Business Machines, Secretarial, IBM
Key Punch, Personality Development,
Civil Service, Real Estate and
Court Reporting Cot,,sea
Striae 1 9 4 8

Dec aid Erisfas Chaos

ENROLL

CHRIST
ZION

PIANO WAREHOUSE SALE
We Specialize in Refinishing And Re-

$2.50 ea.

13 Instruction

Lynom Floral Shop

-"WILNEBRASI\F

50c ea.

Staff

•

o stus last
store
gns at
g and
iety
isplay

Ilinsr"64
"
.1.
"
.".."""

IMISCELLANEOUS

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE ,

309 E. 47th ST.

This includes • new case and a
sew band. Th• regular price is
$13.50 for any omount under
Personal Cards
ten. Hav• your pastor, club or
$750 value at the new low price of
anyone with as many as ten
$390 per 1 000
Write me for sample card, and stale
watches to mail or phone their
-.Ian BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST
orders to C. I. Agent, 640 W.
GEORGE PALINKUS
Peoples Rd. - WH. 6-9515 1837.TRI East 33rd fit
Lorain. Ohio
Memphis, Tenn. Or to the House
Of Mysteries, 210 Fifth Ave., Now
York, N. Y.
INSTRUCTIONS

11 BUSINESS SERVICES

•
IMF

3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT

"PIP" With extra pep formul•
ROOPINCI. roof,
repaired
stop ass,ass,RESTORE
A s 1 00 Refurvlable Rd Rumbols. Flaarogi
leak Cornea-41r
work. Coors..T..
le---.
Nebraska.
Take New RUMTOREX And Enjoy Life A ,Chimneys,
•
gutters cleaned,
repaired. Dale.
.
I stucco, concrete. plaster do my own work. 1
dietary preparation RUMTOREX takea
WO I
where nature I
if A PHYSICIAN'S i Pres eat Reationable priee.
AUTOS
FOR
SALE
FORMULA Only 15 00 for a 2-week BUD- T. E. Spencer BR 0-6643 BR. 1-2930. _
Pls.. Money-bark If not satisfied after I
bottle. Send C.0 D. Check
or
money MISCELLANEOUS
Order NOWI

FOR steasen AMULET. HELP MONTT.
UNCROSSED. RUSH $2.00 DONATION
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You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The TriState Defender. Just Call Us And Say 'Charge It'. We Will Take Your Ad.

YOU WILL GET RESULTS. PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6-8398
Ask For Miss Fast Action Results

JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
316 BEAU

'
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Sat., Feb. 20, 1960

ve You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real
Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods For Sale, Do
ou Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture That You Would
Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
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Cancellations of want•ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town advertisers mail received addressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.

Over Sixty Thousand Telephone
Calls Lost Memph is Daily
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